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Post-crisis innovation within Estonian private sector 
unions
Kairit Kall

Introduction

This chapter1 depicts the innovative practices that Estonian private sector unions, 
mostly the Estonian Trade Union Confederation (Eesti Ametiühingute Keskliit, 
EAKL) and its affi  liates, have pursued since 2008. EAKL is Estonia’s biggest trade 
union confederation and unites mostly private, but also some public sector, unions. In 
addition, the chapter documents the establishment of the Estonian  nancial workers 
union, which is not a member of the central federation, but certainly a new development 
in the Estonian trade union movement given that, before its establishment, the  nance 
sector was without union coverage. The account focuses on private sector unions since, 
during the period under consideration, most innovation has taken place within them.

The chapter shows that, since 2008, Estonian private sector unions have demonstrated 
innovativeness on all three dimensions outlined in this book’s introductory chapter. 
Firstly, unions have implemented new strategies, having recourse to organising and 
heightened mobilisation, as well as service-oriented instruments; and they have also 
engaged with identity politics and disseminated benchmarks on employment standards 
within Estonian society. Secondly, they have targeted new employee groups in 
previously unorganised companies and sectors. Thirdly, EAKL has implemented several 
organisational innovations insofar as it strengthened sectoral unions’ administrative 
capabilities and developed a new electronic communications system. Innovation has 
been driven by factors engendered in the post-crisis environment which are external to 
unions but unionists’ agency has also played an important role.

The analysis is based on 16 semi-structured interviews (including two follow-ups) 
conducted between 2014-2016 with offi  cials and activists from trade unions that 
have demonstrated innovativeness during the period under study. Interview data is 
supplemented with documentary research, including union documents and media 
reports. Innovative union practice is de ned as ‘a course of action diff ering from the 
one pursued in the past, staged by a trade union to address a newly-emerging challenge 
or tackle an existing problem more eff ectively’ (see Bernaciak and Kahancová in the 
Introduction). 

1. This research has been conducted within the framework of the Academy of Finland’s project ‘Industrial 
Citizenship and Labour Mobility in the EU: A Migrant Centre Study of Estonia-Finland and Albania-Italy 
Labour Mobility’, funded by the Research Council for Culture and Society (Principal Investigator Dr. Nathan 
Lillie), and the project ‘Alternatives at Work and Work Organisation: Flexible Postsocialist Societies’, funded by 
the Estonian Ministry of Education and Research (Principal Investigator Dr. Triin Roosalu).
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The chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, it gives an overview of the country’s 
socioeconomic setup in relation to the position of unions. Secondly, it presents selected 
instances of union innovation and examines their drivers. Finally, it evaluates the 
sustainability and impact of unions’ initiatives. Brief conclusions follow.

1. Estonian industrial relations before, during and aft er the crisis

In order to gain legitimacy and establish themselves as the representatives of workers’ 
interests, Estonian unions have had to overcome socialist and, later also, post-socialist 
legacies (for example, Ost 2009) after Estonia regained its independence. However, 
this has been diffi  cult both because of factors external to the trade union movement and 
internal union bureaucracy, as well as the lack of experience and the meagre resources 
within the union movement. To make up for the latter shortcomings, Estonian unions 
have been supported by their Western, especially Finnish, counterparts since the early 
1990s in a variety of ways, with the central aim of capacity building (Skulason and 
Jääskelainen 2000). Cooperation projects have mostly focused on building up sectoral-
level bargaining mechanisms, but these have been not very successful as employers 
have shown very little interest in engaging with unions. 

Concerning the factors external to labour organisations, following Estonia’s regaining of 
its independence in 1991 its political and economic elite has tried to distance the country 
from anything associated with the previous Soviet order, including politically left ideas 
and trade unions. The result has been that it has adopted radical socioeconomic reforms, 
including extensive privatisation and liberalisation of the economy. The country has 
pursued neoliberal policies ever since and these have been generally accepted by the 
public without major protests, as macroeconomic stability and independence from 
Russia have been seen by large segments of society as the ultimate goals. Lagerspetz 
(2001: 413) argues that, by the end of the 1990s, ‘the prevailing goal – national 
prosperity as expressed in monetary terms – has become taken-for-granted; other 
possible meanings of a free and just society have become forgotten or delegitimized.’ 
In a similar vein, public discourse on class and inequality issues has been marginalised 
– although Estonia is a highly unequal society – and the focus has rather been on the 
national/ethnic discourse, together with ‘transition culture’ lionising the capitalist 
future (Helemäe and Saar 2015). Estonia, together with other Baltic counties, has also 
undergone heavier deindustrialisation and deskilling compared to other Central and 
Eastern European (CEE) countries (Bohle and Greskovits 2007), which has further 
undermined unions’ position by destroying their industrial strongholds.  

Present-day Estonia’s industrial relations are characterised by low union density, limited 
employer coordination, decentralised collective bargaining, low collective bargaining 
coverage and weak social dialogue (Feldmann 2006; Bohle and Greskovits 2012). Trade 
union density has declined since the early 1990s and stood at around seven per cent 
in 2011 (Visser 2015). The company is the main focus of collective bargaining, while 
sectoral level agreements are rare. The initiative to bargain is usually taken by trade 
unions whereas employers are not interested in concluding collective agreements. 
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Estonian unionists have been in uenced by the West European union movement: they 
see themselves mostly as social partners both to the state and employers and try to stay 
on good terms with them, without expressing more radical ideas about class struggle 
and without exercising more militant tactics to reach their goals (Kall 2016). Industrial 
action has been very rare in Estonia and has mostly taken place in the transport sector 
(Carley 2013). Unions have generally declared themselves apolitical organisations, 
representing members with diff erent world views and cooperating with all political 
parties that are willing to cooperate. Social movement unionism and joint activities 
with non-union civil society associations have not been high on the agenda for unions, 
either, which can, to some extent, be explained by the general weakness of civil society 
in Estonia. Cooperation with civil society actors takes place mostly when unions consult 
diff erent actors before formulating their opinions on planned policy changes. New civil 
society actors who would partly take over the role of unions have, so far, not appeared. 

Throughout most of the postsocialist period, routine servicing has been the instrument 
used by Estonian trade unions; they have also been characterised by low levels of worker 
mobilisation and involvement in union action (Kall et al. 2015). These characteristics 
can possibly be explained both by the socialist unionism legacies of passive union 
membership and by the most extensive cross-border cooperation projects in which 
Estonian trade unions have participated being run by the Nordic, especially Finnish, 
unions who are traditionally focused on servicing and collective bargaining. One of the 
Estonian union offi  cials noted, after being engaged in a new organising-model initiative 
presented later in this chapter:

‘[...] in previous years... maybe communication with workers was a bit super cial 
meaning that, well, let’s say a person came, wanted to join a union; we were really 
glad that he/she joined and we did talk a bit about trade unions, but long and 
comprehensive conversations with workers we did not have. Moreover, workers 
should actually realise that they are the trade union. [...] That the trade union is not 
somewhere far away, it is not the president, it is not the  nance offi  cer [...] Actually, 
they themselves [the workers / union members] can make a change, can improve 
their situation in the company’ (interview ETKA 2014).

Moreover, unions have targeted mostly ‘traditional’ employees on standard employment 
contracts – and often in sectors and companies with strong traditions of unionism 
dating back to the Soviet period, without having any special initiatives towards those 
in non-regular employment arrangements – the self-employed, part-time and agency 
workers and those on temporary contracts. This might be because the latter groups 
are more diffi  cult to represent, considering the limited resources that unions have, 
even though this might also stem from non-standard forms of employment being less 
widespread in Estonia than in other European countries (ILO 2015; cf. Butković, this 
volume, for the Croatian case).  

As regards the public perception of trade unions, survey results indicate that, rather 
than being anti-union, a large proportion of workers are unaware of the role of unions 
or perceive them as ineff ective organisations. For example, in a representative survey 
conducted in 2011, 43 per cent of Estonian non-unionised respondents answered 
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the question ‘What should unions do, so that you would join a union when you have 
the chance?’ by responding that trade unions should be more active and vigorous so 
that they would be listened to and that being a member would provide real bene ts. 
In addition, 15 per cent stated that trade unions should provide more information or 
advertise themselves more and only 7.5 per cent claimed that they did not want to join 
(Hill and Knowlton 2011: 21).

During the economic crisis, Estonia’s neoliberal policy paradigm became even more 
pronounced (Kattel and Raudla 2013) and the position of unions as political actors 
further weakened. Consultative processes with the social partners remained limited; 
decisions were made fast and at the level of the ministries, with a particularly strong 
position held by the Ministry of Finance. In contrast to several other European countries, 
public protests were practically absent even though unemployment levels rocketed. The 
reason for societal quiescence was that the government was successful in constructing 
a simple and persuasive crisis discourse: Estonia could not abandon the currency peg 
and the euro must be adopted (and it was, in 2011), and thus adjustments to the budget, 
together with expenditure and wage cuts, were inevitable (Kattel and Raudla 2013; 
Thorhallsson and Kattel 2013). 

After the economic crisis hit Estonia hard in the second part of 2008, it became even 
more evident that trade unions were weak and largely incapable of negotiating tangible 
gains or even reducing the losses incurred by their constituencies. Gonser (2010) 
argues that, during the downturn, unions further lost their structural, associational 
and institutional power. Structural power was negatively aff ected in view of rising 
unemployment levels. The loss of associational power was mainly due to union 
members either being made redundant or stepping out of the union as a cost-saving 
measure. Declining institutional but also associational power resulted from the further 
weakening of collective bargaining and social dialogue mechanisms. The result was 
that the number of newly signed collective agreements decreased considerably during 
the economic crisis. There were 88 either company or sector level agreements signed 
in 2007, but only 53 in 2010 (Kollektiivlepingute andmekogu 2016). At sectoral level, 
in two sectors with extended collective agreements, unions’ attempts to start dialogue 
during the crisis were unsuccessful. At company level, ‘successful negotiated responses’ 
to the crisis included achieving a consensus on postponing bargaining and making 
trade-off s (such as substituting a decrease in wages with unpaid leave), but there were 
also unilateral employer actions (Kallaste and Woolfson 2013). 

At national level, the government to a great extent ignored unions’ voice during the 
crisis. Firstly, in 2009 it unilaterally modi ed a pre-crisis tripartite agreement on 
amendments to the new Employments Contracts Act that was supposed to follow the 
principles of  exicurity. Its main argument justifying the unilateral changes, reducing 
previously-agreed unemployment bene ts and the number eligible for those bene ts, 
was economic feasibility. The unions demanded that social dialogue was resumed and, 
when this did not happen, they organised small-scale strike action in 2009 in protest 
at the government’s unilateral approach (about 1 800 people took part in the strike; 
Nurmela and Osila 2009). The changes pushed through by the cabinet were, nevertheless, 
adopted. Unionists themselves were not very satis ed with how the industrial action 
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turned out as too few people participated and there were no transport disruptions that 
would make the protest more visible (interview EAKL1 2014). In the end, the new law 
decreased employment protection and simpli ed redundancy procedures so unions’ 
institutional power was further weakened (Gonser 2010).  

Social partners also felt excluded from decision-making when the government 
formulated and enacted austerity measures (Nurmela and Karu 2008). There was a 
tripartite agreement signed in 2009 that dealt with the (re)training of employees, but 
it remained of marginal importance and did not counterbalance all the unilaterally 
imposed measures (Kallaste and Woolfson 2013). The government continued to ignore 
social dialogue practices when the economy started to recover. For example, the reserves 
of the Unemployment Insurance Fund were consolidated into the general state budget 
despite the opposition of unions and employer federations (Kallaste and Woolfson 2013: 
260). By the same token, between 2008 and 2012 annual minimum wage negotiations 
between employers and union representatives were also not held and the minimum 
wage rate remained constant. All in all, with the government not taking into account 
any proposals for anti-crisis measures formulated by the unions, making unilateral 
changes in the labour legislation and continuing to ignore tripartite negotiations even 
when the economy recovered, the weak social dialogue structures that had previously 
existed were completely marginalised (Woolfson and Kallaste 2011). 

To conclude, trade unions have struggled to maintain their legitimacy and power ever 
since Estonia regained its independence. They have mostly relied on routine servicing of 
their members and been involved in peaceful collective bargaining and social dialogue. 
However, given low and declining membership levels, a continuing lack of legitimacy 
and the failure of social dialogue and other traditional ways of operating, especially 
during the crisis, but also before and after it, they have launched several innovative 
practices that depart from or are complementary to the ways in which they have 
operated so far. The next section examines these initiatives in more detail.

2. Innovation within Estonia’s private sector unions

This section explores the innovative practices undertaken by Estonian private sector 
unions since the outbreak of the crisis. All instances of innovation presented below are, 
to a certain extent, interrelated: for example, both the implementation of the organising 
model and changes within EAKL have facilitated the extension of union activity into 
previously non-unionised companies and sectors; while they have widened the scope 
of the activities that unions are engaged with as well as the range of instruments that 
they use. 

2.1 Innovative choice of strategies and instruments

As regards new service-oriented instruments, EAKL – together with its member 
organisations – launched a four-year training programme in 2009 for union activists 
and offi  cials at diff erent levels. The project was  nanced by the European Social Fund 
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and aimed to improve unions’ ability to engage in social dialogue and policy-making 
and to prepare development bargaining plans and strategies for unions. Within the 
framework of the programme, various information materials and strategic documents 
(such as ‘Trade Unions 2020’) were prepared,2 surveys were conducted that identi ed 
both the external and the internal problems that unions faced and training sessions and 
seminars were organised for nearly 2 000 participants (Sõelsep 2013). 

After the crisis, EAKL and its affi  liates took several other initiatives to build and 
disseminate benchmarks on employment standards. For example, in 2010 they organised 
a week-long campaign in several Estonian towns, for the  rst time actively consulting 
people on the problems in their working lives and discussing how unions could help 
resolve them (EAKL 2010). Similar information days were also staged in subsequent 
years. A more recent example of an initiative of this kind involved a nationwide signature 
collection campaign to restore compensation for the  rst days of sick leave, launched 
by EAKL in April 2015. This has been the most extensive signature-collection initiative 
in which the unions have, so far, been involved. Currently the  rst three days of sick 
leave are without any compensation for workers; according to unions, this means that 
workers, especially low-wage earners, go to work sick because they cannot aff ord to stay 
at home. Signatures were collected electronically, but unionists also travelled across 
the country to collect them and to inform the wider public about the issue. Around 25 
000 signatures were accordingly handed over to Parliament in May 2015, in addition 
to a policy proposal for a change in the legislation. At present the issue is still under 
debate: the Parliament’s social commission has agreed to support the proposal in part 
and has ordered an analysis of its potential eff ects. EAKL also created a Facebook group 
(which in June 2016 had over 4 500 members) to disseminate information on this topic 
and to collect the stories that people have related of going to work while sick. There 
is wide popular support behind this issue and, this time, politicians are at least not 
able to ignore the unions’ policy proposal. Having hired some young offi  cials, EAKL is 
generally extending its activities in social media (interview EAKL3 2015). 

The most signi cant instance of strategic innovation within the Estonian trade union 
movement, however, is the establishment of the Baltic Organising Academy (BOA), 
 nanced by Nordic unions, and the related adoption of an organising model of unionism. 
Estonian unions have traditionally, as mentioned in the previous section, relied on a 
social partnership ideology coupled to a servicing model of unionism. The turn towards 
organising marks a shift in unions’ strategy insofar as it puts an emphasis on empowering 
and engaging workers at shop oor level and implies a more confrontational stance vis-
à-vis employers (Kall et al. 2015). In this respect, it is not only changing the strategies 
and tactics of unions, but it is also transforming the way unionists see themselves and 
their roles within companies and in society as a whole.

BOA was born out of the acknowledgment among some Nordic and Baltic union leaders 
(of whom the Estonian and the Finnish have been the main advocates) that, in order to 
prevent the Baltic countries from becoming a totally union-free zone, it is necessary to 
work beyond national and sectoral boundaries. The Baltic unions have been supported 

2. The materials are still available on EAKL’s internet site at http://www.eakl.ee/?pid=228&lang=5 (in Estonian).
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by their Nordic counterparts in numerous ways since Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia 
regained their independence but attempts to transfer the Nordic model, based on 
social partnership and a solidaristic wage policy, to the Baltic region has not been very 
successful, as evidenced by continuously falling union density and the dwindling power 
resources of labour organisations. 

Estonian unions were willing to engage with the initiative to a greater extent than their 
Latvian and Lithuanian counterparts, so the BOA project was  rst launched in Estonia 
where the  eldwork started in 2012. Estonians’ openness and Finnish unions’ support 
resulted from previous sustained cooperation between unions from these two countries 
which facilitated trust, common understanding and shared objectives. However, the 
main advocates of the model devoted considerable time to convincing their more 
sceptical counterparts to join the initiative: they had to demonstrate the suitability of 
this new strategy in Baltic countries, while previous failures of cooperation projects had 
to be overcome. The Latvian and Lithuanian unions were less willing to engage with the 
project possibly because of a reservation towards being controlled by Nordic unions. 
In addition, compared to Finnish-Estonian cooperation, their interactions with Nordic 
unions had been less frequent and had not led to the emergence of close, trust-based 
relations (Kall et al. 2015).

In Estonia, six manufacturing, service and transportation sector unions, as well as 
EAKL, got involved in BOA. From the Nordic side, 11 Finnish, two Swedish and four 
Danish unions in diff erent sectors committed  nancial and/or human resources to the 
programme. In addition, the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and the Council of Nordic 
Trade Unions supported the initiative (Häkkinen 2013: 6). Finnish unions justi ed 
their support for the project by pointing to the notion of free movement of labour 
and services within the European Union. Speci cally, they argued that, due to the 
interconnectivity of the Estonian and Finnish labour markets, non-unionised Estonian 
workers working both in Estonia and Finland in uence working conditions in Finland. 
In addition, Finnish unionists agreed that previous cooperation had not been successful 
in raising unionisation rates in the Baltic states (Kall et al. 2015). 

BOA’s funding is based on annual fundraising and the funds obtained in this way are 
directed to organising work. Estonian unions are committed to invest at least 35 per 
cent of campaign-generated membership fees in further organising (Häkkinen 2013: 
7). In each sector, organisers focus on several strategic companies. Campaigns aim to 
achieve a high trade union membership rate in the target companies, set up an on-site 
organisation, elect shop stewards and start collective activity leading to the conclusion 
of a company-level collective agreement. The most important elements are one-to-one 
conversations with workers to  gure out the topics that are most important to employees 
and what employees want to improve the most. In addition, a signi cant amount of 
organisers’ time and energy is devoted to explaining to employees what a trade union is 
and what its goals are. 

In order to organise workers and start collective agreement negotiations, organisers 
apply a comprehensive set of tactics that depend on both company and sectoral 
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speci cities going beyond the scope of the tactics traditionally used by Estonian unions. 
These include conducting surveys among workers to identify the most acute problems in 
a speci c workplace, petitions, campaigns to raise awareness (both towards customers/
the general public and certain groups of workers), attracting media attention when an 
employer is hostile to unions, establishing Facebook groups, wearing signs to create 
a feeling of unity and solidarity between workers and, in the case of multinational 
companies with Nordic origins, asking for support from union operations at company 
headquarters. One major diff erence to American organising campaigns is the lack of 
cooperation with social movements, as social movement unionism is practically non-
existent in Estonia and weakly developed also in other CEE countries (Mrozowicki 
2014; for recent Slovenian experiences, see Samaluk, this volume). 

Sectoral-level unions connected to the Academy have also started to cooperate more 
closely with each other by staging joint social campaigns and helping each other with 
industrial actions, given that this kind of activity is also  nanced by BOA. For example, 
in 2014 seafarers’ and private service workers’ unions (EMSA and ETKA, respectively) 
launched an awareness-raising campaign ‘Decent work, decent salary’. With this 
campaign,  nanced by the Danish union for hotel workers, the unions aimed to raise 
awareness among both workers themselves and the general public of the employment 
conditions of hotel workers (cleaners and chambermaids) by distributing lea ets near 
harbours and large hotels in Tallinn (ETKA 2014). Such activities can be regarded as 
engaging with identity politics as they intend to empower low wage-earning (mainly 
female) workers while, at the same time, making these groups of workers and their 
employment conditions more visible to society.

The Estonian Seafarers Independent Union (EMSA) has also used the organising model, 
although it was not part of the offi  cial BOA project. One of their offi  cials, however, was 
previously engaged with the Academy and, when he started working for EMSA, got 
involved in promoting and practising the approach within the union. Following BOA’s 
logic, he led one-to-one conversations with staff  in the Tallink hotel chain and soon 
identi ed a future trade union activist who later became a head shop steward. Despite 
management opposition and the diff erent tactics used by the employer to undermine 
the trade union which included, inter alia, the creation of a ‘yellow’ union, EMSA staged 
several successful campaigns. In December 2014, the unionisation rate at Tallink hotels 
was 60-90 per cent; in addition, EMSA managed to sign a collective agreement that 
secured hotel workers a gradual wage increase and other bene ts. Moreover, EMSA 
was  nanced in 2014-2015 by the Nordic Transport Workers Federation (NTF) and 
the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF) to organise one of the dry bulk 
terminals, so it also used the strategies inspired by the organising model there (interview 
EMSA 2014). 

In addition to BOA’s launch, 2012 was marked by a considerably heightened mobilisation 
of trade unions in Estonia – the country that traditionally recorded the lowest strike 
records in Europe (Vandaele 2014). In early March 2012, several unions, as well as non-
unionised workers in transport and healthcare, organised solidarity strikes to back the 
industrial action being staged by teachers and to support trade union demands of the 
government. Unions explicitly demanded that the government restored social dialogue 
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and included trade unions in the decision-making process on labour policy issues.3 
The strikes spread over the whole country and are known as the ‘strike week’ – the 
most extensive industrial action since Estonia regained its independence. The protests 
gained considerable attention, partly because they aff ected people’s daily lives due to 
transportation stoppages; they were also widely covered in the media. Moreover, the 
healthcare unions mobilised their ranks later that year and carried out an extensive 
strike wave that lasted for 25 days. Both strike waves brought modest wage increases 
and some other bene ts to teachers and healthcare workers but, equally importantly, 
they have shown that unions are capable of mass mobilisation.

2.2 Organisational innovation within EAKL

In 2013, EAKL saw a leadership change as well as the replacement of some of its offi  cials. 
In late 2012, Harri Taliga, president of EAKL since 2003, suddenly announced that he 
would resign and a new, younger president, Peep Peterson, was elected.4 Peterson has 
a Social Democratic party background and, because of that, some unionists considered 
him unsuitable for the position. One of the union offi  cials interviewed put it that the 
Estonian trade union movement had been ‘a bit allergic’ to political parties and thus 
some members preferred to retain the organisation’s political neutrality. Peterson 
promised to withdraw himself from party politics while being President of EAKL. 
Before taking up the post, he had run one of Estonia’s most visible sectoral unions, the 
Estonian Transport and Road Workers Trade Union. He stated that he was not satis ed 
with the way EAKL was reactive rather than proactive in relation to the policy-making 
process; he was also determined to halt the trend of membership decline (Vahter 2013). 

The leadership change facilitated several changes within the confederation. For 
example, in 2014 the organisation hired an analyst, a civic activist connected to the 
Social Democratic Party with an economics and philosophy (ethics) background. The 
aim of hiring her was, arguably, to make EAKL more forward-looking and strategically 
capable (interview EAKL3 2015). Currently, EAKL is administering a project that aims to 
strengthen sectoral unions’ administrative capabilities and, where possible, make them 
less dependent on EAKL. The project includes developmental conversations between 
EAKL and its affi  liates to examine the strengths and weaknesses of speci c unions and 
to facilitate possible mergers of diff erent unions from the same or overlapping sectors.5 
In this context, an EAKL offi  cial concludes that the lack of  nancial resources hampers 
unions’ prospects for innovation and growth: 

‘[Based on the developmental conversations] I dare say that about half [of the 19 
affi  liates] are willing to develop further, but half of those don’t have the resources 

3. At that time, collective labour legislation was also under review and there were plans to make changes to the 
legislation, to which unions were opposed (EAKL 2012), in addition to the failed social dialogue negotiations in 
2008-2009 during the implementation of the Employment Contracts Act.

4. In the past, Peterson had twice been nominated to run against Taliga, but lost.

5. On the other hand, during the interviews some offi  cials from the sectoral unions affi  liated to EAKL expressed 
concern that they were not as aware of the activities and plans of EAKL as they had been during the previous 
administration.
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for that; as you know, if you have few members then you have little money and you 
cannot perform those tasks’ (interview EAKL3 2015).

Recently, EAKL launched another major initiative – a new electronic communications 
system that would facilitate communications between EAKL and its affi  liates and 
which would enable organisations to share information and resources, and increase 
organisational democracy (interview EAKL3 2015). This has the potential to boost 
affi  liates’ engagement with the confederation but, as it is still in its initial stages, it is not 
yet possible to evaluate its eff ectiveness. 

2.3 New target groups

Within the framework of the Baltic Organising Academy, several Estonian sectoral unions 
are expanding their reach and organising previously non-organised companies as well 
as sectors operationally linked to them. For example, the Estonian Transport and Road 
Workers Trade Union (ETTA) organises workers employed in logistics. Furthermore, 
EAKL’s analysis detected the sectors without any trade union presence and developed a 
strategy to cover the whole economy with sector-speci c unions. Construction was one 
of the industries without any union, so EAKL initiated several meetings with the aim 
of setting one up. These meetings were directed towards workers in construction and 
encompassed employer representatives and labour inspectors. Worker participation 
was low, but one of EAKL’s affi  liates, the Estonian Metalworkers Trade Union 
Federation, decided to change its name into the Industrial and Metalworkers Trade 
Union Federation (IMTAL) and to widen its scope so that it could organise construction 
workers (interview EAKL3 2015). In 2016, IMTAL concluded a cooperation agreement 
with Finnish construction workers union Rakennusliitto, which states that members 
of IMTAL can also turn to the Finnish union while working in Finland, and vice versa 
(IMTAL 2016). 

In 2013, the  rst Estonian union for  nancial workers (Eesti Finantssektori Töötajate 
Liit, EFL) was created. In contrast to the top-down organising approach adopted in the 
construction sector, EFL was a bottom-up, grassroots initiative. Several  nance sector 
workers set up a union for which they work pro bono and which workers can join for 
free. An EFL offi  cial explained that they had decided not to set a membership fee to 
encourage workers to join but that, in the long run, introducing a fee might become 
a necessity (interview EFL 2015). At the end of 2015, EFL had around 150 members 
without staging any campaigns or organising activities. According to the offi  cial, the 
need to create a union was related to there being no form of worker representation in 
the sector and to the example set by the Nordic  nance sector unions.

In Nordea, one of the multinational banks operating in Estonia, workers established an 
EFL unit and used the new structure to counter the dismissal of workers and company 
restructuring proposals, and to address the gender pay gap in the  nance sector that is 
the biggest in Estonia (Mets 2015). Sustaining union activity at Nordea is diffi  cult as 
the management  red union’s shop steward after he had turned to the Labour Dispute 
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Committee, claiming that the employer had discriminated against him because of his 
involvement in the union. The Committee ruled that there was indeed discrimination 
and that the bank should cease, but the shop steward was sacked instead. When he 
appealed to the Labour Dispute Committee, the latter ruled that the dismissal was 
unlawful and that the worker should be reinstated and compensated. However, the bank 
did not follow the Committee’s ruling and appealed to the court. Ultimately, Nordea 
agreed to pay signi cant  nancial compensation to the shop steward and he withdrew 
his statements. However, he is still involved in the activities of Nordea’s union, while the 
bank continues to refuse to cooperate with workers’ representatives (Postimees 2016).  

Unlike unions in several other CEE countries (see, for example, Mrozowicki and 
Maciejewska, this volume), Estonian labour organisations have not been active in 
representing non-standard workers. This is likely to be due to the lack of resources 
that makes it diffi  cult for unions to represent workers even on standard contracts, 
but it also stems from non-standard working arrangements not being as widespread 
a phenomenon in Estonia as in other countries (ILO 2015). The share of workers with 
non-standard working arrangements being rather marginal, unions have not framed 
these types of employment as particularly problematic and, consequently, have not 
engaged with them.

2.4 Drivers of innovative union practices

It can be argued that the innovative practices presented in this chapter address the 
challenges of the external post-crisis environment, in which unions’ structural, 
institutional and associational power had declined even further. Unions had lost their 
members, employers were unwilling to engage in collective bargaining and national 
level social dialogue mechanisms were further weakened due to the government’s 
unilateral policy-making. Employees’ increased mobilisation – in particular the ‘strike 
week’ of 2012 – was, to a large extent, a consequence of the government’s unwillingness 
to acknowledge unions’ consultative role; it also resulted from workers being tired of 
wage cuts and other employer-directed changes and it was thus easier for union leaders 
to mobilise them.

In the context of the crisis demonstrating that unions were incapable of defending 
workers’ rights through social dialogue and collective bargaining, several administrative 
capacity-building initiatives have been launched. However, the decision to launch one 
or the other initiative has still been in the hands of union leaders, which points to an 
important role being played by union agency. This assertion is consistent with Heery 
(2005), who claims that external factors alone are not suffi  cient to push unions to 
innovate. In the Estonian context, the role of both local and, in the case of BOA, also 
Nordic trade unionists should not be underestimated. In Estonia, trade union density 
has been on the decline since the early 1990s but the organising approach was adopted 
only in 2012, under the in uence of strong advocates of the model from Finland 
and Estonia. Several other innovations – hiring an analyst; strengthening sectoral 
unions’ administrative capabilities via developmental conversations and mergers; and 
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developing a new electronic communications system – similarly materialised only after 
the change within EAKL. 

3. Sustainability and impact of union innovations

Estonian unions have, since the late 2000s, demonstrated all three dimensions 
of innovation identi ed in the Introduction: they have used new strategies and 
instruments; implemented organisational changes; and targeted new employee groups 
and the wider public. The most important instruments used in this regard have been 
heightened mobilisation, engagement in identity politics and in the dissemination of 
benchmarks within society, servicing and the adoption of the organising model.

As regards the direct eff ects of the heightened mobilisation of private sector unions and 
the ‘strike week’ of 2012, collective labour legislation is still on hold and the changes 
to which the unions were actively opposed have not been implemented. However, 
union mobilisation might be only one of the reasons for this development. In 2014, the 
International Labour Organization sent a letter to the Estonian government in support 
of several of the unions’ demands, claiming that some of the changes proposed by the 
government were against international labour standards (ILO 2014). In addition, the 
legislative standstill might be related to continuing political games. However, at least 
one of the union offi  cials interviewed (interview EAKL2 2014) considered it a small 
union victory that the changes had not been implemented.

Unions have also engaged with identity politics and attempted to build and disseminate 
benchmarks on employment standards within Estonian society. There have been 
several awareness-raising campaigns directed towards the general public and/or 
particular groups of workers. Engaging with these instruments helps unions gain 
greater legitimacy; workers seem increasingly to feel that unions are dealing with issues 
which are important to them, an important consideration given that, in Estonia, the 
awareness of what unions do and belief in their eff ectiveness has been rather low. In 
addition, the campaigns have given the general public the possibility of demonstrating 
that they agree with unions’ objectives. By putting their signature on a union petition, 
people feel that they are, in some way, involved in the policy-making process. 

Moreover, it is likely that new elements of servicing, such as EAKL’s training programme 
for union activists and offi  cials, has raised unions’ professionalism in representing 
workers and engaging in social dialogue. In addition, EAKL has also carried out, and 
is still planning to implement, several organisational innovations, led by the new 
president of the federation. These aim to strengthen the capabilities of the sectoral 
unions and those of the central federation alike, but also to cover the whole economy 
with unions. These initiatives, if successful, will certainly strengthen the Estonian trade 
union movement, even though it is early at this point to be evaluating their eff ects.

The biggest innovation, however, was the launch of BOA and the adoption of the 
organising model of unionism. BOA has brought membership gains and in uenced 
the identity of the trade unionists engaged in the project, but it has also had wider 
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implications for the Estonian labour movement. BOA’s strategy has proven to be 
successful on several accounts. First of all, organisers I interviewed are certain that, 
given enough time, many people would become more open towards the idea of 
joining unions, change their thinking and gain more con dence. Secondly, after the 
start of organising activities, employers seem to have changed their attitude towards 
employees. Some have taken steps to unify pay systems (the same wage for the same 
work), replaced (illegal)  xed-term contracts with open-ended ones and increased 
wages even on sites without collective agreements. There is also some evidence of the 
success of the model in terms of membership growth, even though growth has been 
rather slow and the campaigns small-scale. According to data provided by BOA offi  cials 
(Häkkinen 2014), by November 2014, that is, less than three years after the launch of 
the organising drive, the BOA project has brought over 1 200 new members, 50 shop 
stewards and 15 new union organisations. In several of the organised companies, 
unions have also managed to sign collective bargaining agreements. Concerning the 
BOA-induced changes in union identity and ideology, trade unionists themselves have 
become more acquainted with the organising model and the ‘organising turn’ seems 
to be making ground among union offi  cials both within and beyond the BOA project. 
The organising model is currently also advocated by EAKL, which has incorporated 
elements of it into its general training module for shop stewards. It therefore seems 
that these ideas have spread within trade union structures and might also in uence 
unionists outside the original BOA structures. 

Still, despite several victories, the organising approach is not without disadvantages 
and some unionists have questioned its suitability. It is, in many respects, diff erent 
from previous forms of union action, so it is understandable that some union offi  cials 
feel uneasy about it. Firstly, it is diff erent since the aim is to mobilise and empower 
workers at shop oor level so that they themselves set the agenda. Thus, it decreases 
the autonomy of sectoral unions and challenges the role of union offi  cials. One of the 
organisers explained: 

‘[...] XXX [an older trade union offi  cial] who is running it [one of the unions involved 
in BOA], she is, well, old-school. [...]. For her, the trade union is still like... sitting in 
the offi  ce and waiting until workers come there’ (interview BOA 2016).

Secondly, BOA’s organising approach assumes that union members are willing to get 
involved in more aggressive tactics, such as keeping organising secret for a certain 
period or organising industrial action, especially if the employer refuses to cooperate. 
This increased worker/union activism has facilitated tensions among some unionists 
favouring less radical approaches (and ones more traditional for Estonian unions) when 
communicating with employers.

Thus, the most important future challenges for unionism based on the organising model 
are whether offi  cials currently chairing unions perceive the approach as something of 
their own, and will want to engage with and invest in it when the foreign funding ends, 
and whether the model gains ground outside BOA structures as well. There are some 
promising developments. For example, the Finnish metalworkers and private service 
sector unions are also making use of the organising model after seeing that it works in 
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Estonia, while one of the Estonian organisers has recently started working as a BOA 
coordinator in all three Baltic countries, and trains also Latvian and Lithuanian unions 
on the model’s principles.   

Unfortunately, there are no comparative studies that would enable an evaluation of 
how the public perception of unions has changed during these years. Nevertheless, a 
survey (n= 2007, age 15+) carried out in 2015 showed that 67.5 per cent of the Estonian 
population agree that employees need strong trade unions to protect their interests, 
with only 7 per cent disagreeing with that proposition (ISSP 2015). This might indicate 
that initiatives like the awareness-raising projects that have kept unions in the picture 
have had a positive impact on the perception of unions. According to the same survey, 
union density in late 2015 was 8 per cent (ISSP 2015), which is around the same as it 
has been in previous years (Visser 2015).

Another indicator that helps evaluate the eff ectiveness of the initiatives described above 
is the number of collective bargaining agreements signed. Information included in the 
collective agreements register (which, however, might not cover all agreements) does 
not provide a very optimistic picture. In 2014, the number of newly signed agreements 
was 50 and in 2015 only 38, compared to 53 in 2010 and 88 in 2007 (Kollektiivlepingute 
andmekogu 2016). Alongside the argument that the external environment has become 
more diffi  cult for unions during the post-crisis period, so one could wonder if the 
number of accords would be even smaller without unions’ innovative actions.

Finally, most of the new developments within the Estonian trade union movement 
have relied on funding either from foreign unions or the EU. This raises the question 
of the sustainability of these activities and highlights the project-based nature of recent 
trade union initiatives in Estonia. It seems, however, that organising new sectors and 
unorganised companies, but also conducting diff erent awareness-raising campaigns, 
might help strengthen the unions immediately (as regards membership levels and 
increased legitimacy) and bear more long-term results for the union movement as well. 
Capable and forward-looking leaders have a major role in the process, especially in the 
case of organisations as small and top-down managed as Estonian trade unions.

Even so, it has to be noted that the innovative practices presented in this chapter have 
been carried out by a certain group of private-sector unions, but a large number of 
labour organisations have been rather passive. Therefore, the question remains how to 
motivate the more passive unions to get involved in assertive, innovative actions.

Conclusions

This chapter argued that, despite a generally weak position and meagre resources that 
were further depleted during the recent economic crisis, several Estonian private-
sector unions and the Estonian Trade Union Confederation have become involved in a 
variety of innovative initiatives. These have included the development of new strategies 
and instruments, an increased focus on unorganised sectors and companies, and the 
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implementation of organisational changes within the confederation. At the same time, 
unions have put much more eff ort in being visible: they have launched awareness-
raising campaigns, showing that unions are there and are dealing with ‘real’ problems. 
There have also been periods of heightened mobilisation which indicate that, if Estonian 
unions are pushed too far, they are willing and able to react more militantly as well. 

The most far-reaching innovation in the Estonian context has been the adoption of 
the American-style organising model. For unions that have embraced it, it signi es a 
move away from routine servicing to direct engagement with rank-and- le members 
and the latter’s involvement in setting unions’ goals. It has also brought more militancy 
into unions’ actions and thus departed from the cooperation-oriented union-employer 
relations that had been characteristic of Estonian unions prior to BOA. This innovation 
can have a considerable impact on the Estonian labour movement as a whole but, in 
order to achieve this goal, unions that are currently outside the BOA project need to 
demonstrate a willingness to take on the organising agenda. In any case, expanding 
to new sectors and companies, and aiming to cover the whole economy with at least 
the possibility of joining a union, has been an important development, as sectors like 
 nance and construction have, previously, been union-free. The next step for Estonian 
unions might be to target non-standard groups of workers as these groups have, thus 
far, not featured high on unions’ agenda. 

All in all, these innovations might stop, or at least slow down, the downwards spiral 
of membership decline and have the potential to increase the legitimacy of unions. 
On the other hand, at least up to this point, most Estonian unions have continued to 
require considerable foreign  nancial assistance to get engaged in them, which raises 
the question of their long-term sustainability.

Interviews

Interview with the Association of Estonian Financial Sector Employees (EFL), Tallinn, 21 Oct. 2015.
Interview with the Baltic Organising Academy (BOA) organiser, Tallinn, 27 January 2016.
Interview with the Estonian Seamen’s Independent Union (EMSA), Tallinn, 3 December 2014.
Interview with the Estonian Trade Union Confederation (EAKL) #1, Tallinn, 3 April 2014.
Interview with the Estonian Trade Union Confederation (EAKL) #2, Tallinn, 10 December 2014.
Interview with the Estonian Trade Union Confederation (EAKL) #3, Tallinn, 5 November 2015.
Interview with the Estonian Trade Union of Commercial and Servicing Employees (ETKA), Tallinn, 

11 September 2014.
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Locked in inferiority? The positions of Estonian construction workers in the 
Finnish migrant labour regime 
 
Markku Sippola and Kairit Kall 
 
Abstract 
 
The aim of this article is to analyse how different policies and actors have structured 
the current migrant labour regime in the Finnish construction sector and to discuss 
the consequences for migrants. Our study shows that a strong industrial relations 
system such as in Finland is able to curb the posting of workers regime (the most 
disadvantageous for migrant workers). The position of labour migrants has become 
more diverse in the segmented labour market, although it remains inferior compared 
to that of the natives. Consideration of the policy development revolving around the 
changing migrant labour regimes constitutes the first part of the analysis and is based 
on government and trade union officials’ accounts. The more substantial part of the 
study draws upon biographical interviews with Estonian construction workers and 
analyses the division of migrant labour according to their employment in four 
‘patterns of firm ownership’ that range from the most unfavourable to most 
favourable position: workers posted by Estonian firms; workers employed by firms 
registered in Finland but operated by Estonians; self-employed/small business 
owners; and workers employed by Finnish firms. The structuring of the regime 
according to the pattern of firm ownership can be interpreted as a manifestation of 
employers’ intentional strategies to adapt to or avoid national regulations and to some 
extent as also reflecting workers’ individual and collective agency.    
 
Introduction 
 
This study, which draws upon biographical interviews with Estonian construction 
workers working in Finland and expert interviews with union and government 
officials, analyses the emerging migrant labour regime in the context of the large 
inflow of Estonian construction workers to Finland. Firstly, it elaborates on the 
structuring of the regime and shows that labour market regulations and industrial 
relations are crucial in shaping it. Secondly, it aims to show the differing position of 
migrant workers within the regime, which is contingent upon their employment in 
different patterns of firm ownership. Although some studies have shed light on the 
internal division of segmented migrant labour regimes (e.g., Fan 2002; Colic-Peisker 
& Tilbury 2006; Friberg 2012; Wills et al. 2009), to our knowledge there is no 
previous scholarly attempt to grasp the internal variation of the migrant labour market 
regime on the basis of workers’ employment in firms with different ownership types 
within one nation-state and taking a particular sector as an example. This study seeks 
to fill this void. Based on biographical interviews with workers, we consider firm 
ownership as an important factor contributing to the segmentation of employment 
conditions. 
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Prior to the accession of 10 Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries to the 
European Union (EU) in 2004, the Central Organisation of Finnish Trade Unions 
(SAK) warned that there would be 400,000 Estonian workers coming to the Finnish 
labour market if no restrictions on free mobility were imposed. In Finnish 
‘corporatist’ tradition trade unions, alongside the government and employer 
associations, play a major role in shaping national industrial relations (Sippola 2015). 
Significantly influenced by the opinion of the SAK, the Finnish government used the 
option to impose a 2-year transition period on the free movement of labour (May 
2004- April 2006), during which time the mobility of workers to Finland occurred 
mainly in the form of the posting of workers. This policy choice had peculiar 
consequences for the Finnish construction labour market (unintended by the unions): 
hundreds of Estonia-based construction firms were established in order to provide 
services for Finnish main contractors, while the conditions of labour in this 'posting 
of workers' regime varied between Estonian and Finnish standards. The regime that 
emerged placed a huge burden on labour market actors, including trade unions and 
labour inspectors, endeavouring to monitor the fulfilment of the conditions of labour 
agreed upon among the Finnish labour market parties. Reports on breaches of the 
Labour Code were regularly seen in the media; labour inspectors as well as union 
officials provided numerous accounts of violations of labour conditions on the part 
of Estonia-based service providers.  
 
Worker posting has proven to undermine strong industrial relations systems in 
Europe (Wagner & Lillie 2014). This is a European-wide problem, where the nexus 
of subcontracting, transnational mobility, legal insularity and employer anti-
unionism complicate union and legal enforcement of labour market standards 
(Berntsen & Lillie 2014; Eldring, Fitzgerald & Arnholtz 2012). The 'posting of 
workers' regime remained widely used in the Finnish construction sector for many 
years after the lifting of the restrictions on free movement of labour in 2006. Posted 
work gave employers the means to ‘opt out’ of national regulation (Lillie & Sippola 
2011). However, a change towards a greater variety of employment relationships has 
occurred in the 2010s. The use of posted workers from Estonia has lost its 
attractiveness for companies, as the ‘beating of the system’ has become more 
difficult. This has occurred mainly due to deliberate politics by the Finnish 
government, which have been influenced by social partners. Today, there are signs 
that the policies of the government aimed at regulating the construction sector have 
had a positive overall effect on the construction labour market. This suggests that 
even within the single EU labour market, certain (strong) national industrial relations 
systems are more resistant to the corroding effects of post-accession labour migration 
than others.  
 
Based on our data we elaborate on the internal division of the current migrant labour 
regime and introduce the notion of ‘pattern of firm ownership’. It refers both to the 
distinct division of labour between main contractors with Finnish ownership and 
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subcontractors with Estonian ownership and to the migrant workers’ relationship 
with and distance to the main contractor. The pattern of ‘firm ownership’ is thus a 
conceptual short form that points to the fact that the Estonian migrants are 
incorporated into a system of production where staffing strategies and working 
conditions differ systematically in accordance with their employers’ nationality, the 
relationship to the main contractor (and function in the production chain) and 
workers’ contractual status.   

 

 Accordingly, a major part of the analysis concerns the division of migrant labour 
according to four main patterns of firm ownership, ranging from the most 
unfavourable to the most favourable position for the Estonian workers: posting of 
workers; employed by a firm registered in Finland but operated by Estonians; self-
employed/small business owners; and employed by Finnish firms. The sequence of 
the presentation of these different positions is based on the observed ranking of 
precariousness (in terms of uncertainty) and the level of wages of the various 
positions. We also argue that even though it is possible for Estonian construction 
workers to end up in a rather secure employment situation, they mostly remain in 
positions materially inferior to and culturally detached from those of natives.  
 
The article is structured as follows. First, in the theory section foundations for the 
different regimes for natives and migrants are presented, including the factors 
structuring the evolving migrant labour regime in Finland. The second section 
familiarises the reader with the Finnish construction sector. Then follows a 
methodology section, after which the making of the ‘migrant labour regime’ – a 
heuristic concept emphasising political and relational grounds for labour migration – 
is elaborated on; this elaboration is mainly based on government and union officials’ 
accounts. Section five describes the structure of the current migrant labour regime 
prevailing between Estonia and Finland and is based largely on worker biographies. 
The discussion and conclusion section sums up the findings and suggests issues for 
future research. 
 
Different labour regimes for natives and migrants 
 
In his seminal work Piore (2008 [1979]) developed the idea that labour markets in 
the advanced industrial economies are divided into two tiers. The migrant workforce 
occupies positions mainly in the lower one which is characterised by lower wages, 
inferior working conditions, less stability, lack of advancement opportunities and less 
autonomy than those in the first tier that are mainly occupied by natives.  The 
uncertain and temporary nature of work in the lower tier is best captured by the 
concept of precariousness. According to Kalleberg (2009: 2), precarious work refers 
to ‘employment that is uncertain, unpredictable, and risky from the point of view of 
the worker’. In a similar vein, Friberg et al. (2013: 112) conclude that rather than a 
lack of income, ‘precariousness is related to lack of stability, security and control in 
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one’s employment situation’. Although precarious working conditions have become 
more widespread throughout the Western world during recent decades and are no 
longer only characteristic of migrant jobs, migrants tend to experience a higher 
degree of precariousness.  
 
One cannot ignore the role of governmental and intergovernmental regulations in 
shaping the segmentation of the labour market. Here, the EU’s principle of free 
movement of labour and services serves as an incentive for institutional changes at 
the national level; local state apparatuses, in their turn, serve as active progenitors of 
neoliberalisation ‘from above’ as they call for greater wage differences and the use 
of different standards for foreign subcontractors (Sippola 2012). The regulation by 
the nation state can also function in the opposite direction by curbing the effects of 
labour market flexibilisation through legislation. However, national and 
multinational employers as well as migrants themselves can still reinforce the 
flexibilisation tendency. As Meardi, Martín and Riera (2012: 7) argue:  
 

Cross-border worker mobility, especially but not only within the EU, 
offers a possible solution to the problem of combining flexibility and 
security: the creation of a hyper-flexible buffer of migrant workers who, 
being disposable in case of downturn, can carry most of the uncertainty 
burden without causing political problems.  

 
We argue that migrants more often than not indeed find themselves in less 
advantageous positions than natives, but the position of migrants is becoming 
diversified according to their employment status within the segmented labour market. 
This might especially be the case in Finland and other Nordic countries where the 
labour market is still rather highly regulated and employers try to find ways to gain 
competitive advantage by circumventing national regulations (Herrmann 2008; Lillie 
& Sippola 2011) via, for example, employing migrant workers through foreign 
subcontractors. To fully capture the variation of employment statuses (in the labour 
market), and to incorporate the role of the state in the contemporary shaping of the 
labour market, we use the concept of labour market regime. The notion of ‘regime’ 
itself is based upon Elvander’s (2002: 118) use of the term that embraces: 

 
…the totality of a country’s labour market relations, from the 
workplace to the central political level where the political conditions 
for the development of labour relations are decided, such as general 
economic policy, labour market and incomes policies, labour law, etc. 
The scope and main direction of policies directed to the labour market 
will be an important element in comparisons between regimes or 
groups of regimes.  

 
The regime concept has some parallels with concepts such as ‘industrial relations 
(IR) systems’ or ‘IR models’. A difference between the IR concepts and the concept 
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of ‘labour market regime’ resides in the fact that the latter attributes a more active 
role to the state. Furthermore, the labour market regime presupposes some degree of 
permanence and path-dependency. Historical trajectories have been essential in 
shaping the Nordic labour market regimes (Elvander 2002). Potentially, there is one 
important feature in the Finnish regime which might prevent some employers from 
circumventing national regulations: the legal extension of collective agreements. In 
this respect, Finland differs from the other Nordic countries, in particular Denmark 
and Sweden (e.g. Ebbinghaus 2004). The Finnish wage bargaining system is based 
on sectoral collective agreements which set industry minimums and in most sectors, 
including construction, are extended over the whole sector by government decrees. 
Thus, also workers employed in companies without collective agreements are 
covered by the minimum provisions set in the legally extended agreements. The 
conditions of sectoral collective agreements are also extended to posted workers; 
posted workers can also authorise trade unions to take legal action on their behalf 
against their home-country employer for not complying with the host-country’s 
collective agreement.1 
 
Our notion of migrant labour regime, however, cuts across the original concept as 
Elvander (2002) sees it, which makes our term more distinctive. We argue that the 
emerging Estonian-Finnish migrant labour regime has dissimilarities with the Finnish 
labour regime for natives in two respects. Firstly, as those coming from outside into 
the Finnish labour market will often remain outsiders (culturally and economically), 
it is reasonable to speak in terms of a distinctive cross-border regime reserved for 
migrant labour. Secondly, as our definition of ‘regime’ also involves supranational 
(EU) regulation, it makes sense to differentiate between the labour regime for locals 
– which is mostly national by nature – and the labour regime for migrants – which 
entails quite a high deal of European, regulation. 
 
The concept of a migrant labour regime provides the state and social partners with an 
active role. One proposition of this study is that in the host society the national 
regulations that are shaped by national legislation and social partners, in interplay 
with the supranational regulations, have a significant impact on the labour market 
position of migrants. As of 1 May 2004, Estonia joined the European Union. 
However, because of the Finnish 2-year transition period for free movement of 
labour, Estonian labour mobility to Finland mainly took the form of the posting of 
workers rather than individual migration. In May 2006, when the restrictions were 
lifted, the posting of workers remained a major form of labour migration. The 
financial crisis of 2007-2009 gave a major boost to individual emigration from all the 
Baltic countries, which was connected with the deteriorated social and labour 

                                                           
1 An important preliminary ruling concerning this was made by the European Court of 
Justice in February 2015 (Case C‑396/13 Sähköalojen ammattiliitto ry v Elektrobudowa 
Spółka Akcyjna). 
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conditions in these countries (Sippola 2013). Based on the interplay of regulations, 
employer and worker strategies, we argue that the regime has become more 
diversified and segmented according to the pattern of firm ownership, as it is no 
longer predominantly based on the posting of workers. 
 
The internal division of segmented migrant labour regimes has been scrutinised in 
Australian (Colic-Peisker & Tilbury 2006), Norwegian (Friberg 2012) and Chinese 
(Fan 2002) contexts. Also, Wills et al.’s (2009) study on the division of migrant 
labour in London provides an important contribution to understanding the shaping of 
a local labour market regime in terms of migrant citizenship status, employer 
preferences and government regulation. An important observation by Wills et al. 
(2009) – which is also acknowledged in the present study – is that the regime 
undergoes constant changes due to intersecting decisions by the government, 
employers and workers. Our approach introduces the internal differentiation of the 
migrant labour market regime on the basis of one’s employment in different patterns 
of firm ownership, which has not been elaborated on before, but according to our data 
is an important factor contributing to the segmentation of the regime. 
 
The construction sector in Finland 

 
In the following we will give a brief overview of structural features of the Finnish 
construction sector. There are around 170,000 employees in the sector, of whom 
100,000 are in manual jobs; 20-25% of the latter are foreigners, around a third of 
whom are working in the Helsinki metropolitan area (Alho 2013). Estonians form the 
biggest foreigners’ group in the construction sector (Statistics Finland 2013). The 
unionisation rate of migrant workers is relatively modest. Alho (2013) has calculated 
that in 2012 the unionisation rate among migrant construction workers was 12-14%, 
which is far from the 70% rate prevailing in construction in general (Union official 
#3).  
 
International subcontracting and cross-border labour mobility, especially the posting 
of workers, have characterised the labour process of the construction industry in 
recent years (Lillie and Sippola 2011). This development has contributed to 
obscuring the main contractor’s liability for the wage and working conditions at the 
lower end of the subcontracting chain. Thus, the main contractors are capable of 
evading the norms of the Finnish labour code by using foreign (mostly CEE, 
especially Estonian) subcontractors, who bring their own low-paid labour onto 
construction sites (Lillie and Sippola 2011; Sippola 2012). Foreign labour and 
especially workers posted from abroad as ‘service providers’ bring forth such 
circumstances on the sites that workers executing the same jobs can have different 
labour conditions and their social security contributions are made to different 
countries – or they are not made at all. Cases in point are as follows: the commuting 
of Estonian workers from Estonia to Finland, which has created a ‘translocal’ labour 
market in the construction sector (Alho 2013) and the use of Polish posted workers 
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at Olkiluoto 3 construction site, which has turned the site into a ‘space of exception’ 
in regard to the Finnish industrial relations system (Lillie and Sippola 2011).  
 
In recent years the Finnish government – first and foremost pushed by the 
construction union Rakennusliitto – has taken deliberate steps to reregulate the 
construction sector. Since January 2013, all construction workers are obliged to 
obtain a tax number, which has enhanced the controllability of construction sites. In 
July 2014, the so-called ‘construction site register’ and main contractor liability were 
introduced to get fuller access, for example, to hours worked and tax information of 
all individuals involved in a construction project. A change in the subcontracting 
chain management of the main contractors is visible: the posting of workers is no 
longer the most favoured form of operating in the Finnish construction sector. 
Instead, a new practice of prodding Estonian firms to register themselves in Finland 
can be seen. Earlier it was easier for both domestic companies and transnational firms 
to find alternative ways of circumventing institutional constraints at the national level 
(Herrmann 2008; Lillie & Sippola 2011).  We assume that these developments have 
had an effect on the restructuring of the migrant labour regime as well.  
 
Methodology 
 
This study applies a migrant-centred focus on studying the structure of the Finnish 
migrant labour regime. The analysis is mainly based on 18 biographical narrative 
interviews (Schütze, 2005) conducted during 2013-15 with Estonian men (as the 
sector is highly male-dominated) working in the Finnish construction sector (see 
Table 1). Although a couple of them were small business owners, they also worked 
in their own company as construction workers. In addition, we made 7 follow-up 
interviews 1.5-2 years later. Respondents were found through the personal contacts 
of the research group, snowballing and also social media.  
 
Using workers’ employment stories to examine the position migrants occupy in 
Finland is especially valuable as statistics about different forms of employment are 
either not available or not very reliable, given that companies often use illegal 
employment practices that are not reflected in the register data. The biographical 
approach also enables us to track the changes in the employment situation, analyse 
the meanings people give to them and examine what kind of barriers and 
opportunities migrant workers experience in the Finnish labour market. Importantly, 
these interviews provided us insight into the situation related to different kinds of 
employment arrangements and enabled us to construct the notion of ‘pattern of firm 
ownership’ that helps to understand the internal division of migrant labour regime.   
 
Table 1: Overview of interviewed construction workers  

Name Currently employed 
by...  

Experience with being 
a posted worker 

Years in 
Finland 
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(during first 
interview) 

Mart* Estonian temporary 
agency firm  

Yes  7-8 

Anti Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians  

Unclear** 4 

Timo Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians 

Unclear** 6 

Tom Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians 

Yes  3 

Aleksandr* Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians 

Yes 3 

Ragnar Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians 

Unclear** 9 

Aivar  Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians 

Most probably (at an 
Estonian subcontractor 
providing piping 
works) 

4 

Evert Finnish firm owned 
by Estonians 

Unclear** 4 

Arno Finnish construction 
firm  

Yes  4 

Veiko Owner of a 
company with 3 
workers 

Yes  Smaller 
periods 

Kalev Owner of a 
company with 11 
workers 

No Many years 

Jaan* Self-employed 
(2013), Finnish 
construction firm 
(2015) 

Yes 7 

Vello* Finnish agency firm No 3 
Rein* Finnish construction 

firm 
Yes 6-7 

Edgar* Finnish construction 
firm 

Yes 3 

Valdo Finnish construction 
firm 

Unclear** 6-7 

Lembit* Finnish construction 
firm 

Yes 3 

Dagmar Finnish construction 
firm 

No 11 

* Also follow-ups 
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** Often the workers themselves do not see a difference as to whether they are posted, 
agency workers or in a normal employment relationship; the blurred borders between 
‘posted’ and ‘normal’ statuses have also been evidenced elsewhere (Eldring 2011). 
 
Although the main body of the data builds on the migrants’ views, we also wanted to 
include information on policy developments influencing the migrant labour regime. 
Therefore we contextualise the migrant experiences with 11 background expert 
interviews (conducted between spring 2014 and spring 2016) with Finnish 
government officials; embassy representatives; officials of the construction workers 
union Rakennusliitto; the Rakennusliitto representative in Tallinn; the Estonian 
labour inspector in construction; and the official from the Estonian labour 
inspectorate dealing with posted work regulation. Before going to the positioning of 
the workers in the evolving migrant labour regime, we will describe the development 
of the regime through accounts of the government and union officials. 
 
The making of the migrant labour regime: Government’s deliberate strategy 
and construction companies’ reactions to it 
 
This section, which is based on the interviews with the experts, concentrates on the 
drivers of regulation that have paved the way to the contemporary shape of the 
migrant labour regime. State regulation and structures – to which social partner 
institutions also contribute – are either enabling or constraining the activities of the 
primary labour market actors; that is, national and transnational employers and 
migrant workers. In order to understand the structure of the regime, it is also 
important to see how and by whom this regime is constituted.  
 
During the 2-year transition period to the free movement of labour from May 2004 
to April 2006, the mobility of workers to Finland mainly took the form of worker 
posting. Due to this policy, hundreds of Estonia-based construction firms were 
established in order to provide services for Finnish main contractors, while the 
conditions of labour in this ‘posting of workers’ regime varied between Estonian and 
Finnish standards. However, the regime has undergone changes since then, the main 
difference being the extent to which the posting of workers has been used. One 
indicator of the trends in the posting of workers is the number of A1 portable 
documents issued by the sending country. The statistics of the Social Insurance Board 
of Estonia show that the number of A1 documents issued for Estonian companies 
sending their workers to Finnish construction sector peaked in 2011 (being 10,220 
postings) and has declined since to 1,995 official postings in 2015 (Social Insurance 
Board 2015). These statistics do not show the full picture of the phenomenon, as not 
all companies apply for these forms, and some of the postings fall into the grey area, 
but they do indicate the major trends in the construction labour market.  
 
Union officials’ interviews provide background information about the change in the 
regime. After the introduction of tax numbers in the construction sector in 2013, there 
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appeared 10,000 – 11,000 more workers in the sector who turned their ‘black’ status 
into official employment (Union official #1a). At the time of the interview, there were 
around 80,000 Estonians on the pension insurance register in Finland plus around 
15,000 posted workers; these numbers included, however, workers from all sectors. 
However, the union official noted that the number of posted workers was decreasing 
in the construction sector, while Estonians seemed to have been given more 
permanent positions in enterprises (Union official #1b).  
 
Rakennusliitto’s  cooperation with the employers’ association in the construction 
sector, the Confederation of Finnish Construction Industries RT, has been fruitful in 
initiating regulatory changes in the sector. This started with joint efforts in lobbying 
for the law on main contractor liability, followed by the reverse-charge VAT system 
and culminating in the introduction of mandatory tax numbers in the construction 
industry in 2013 (Union official #2). Finally, the construction site register was 
introduced in summer 2014. Under the new system, the main contractor is liable to 
provide information for the tax authority on the employees, subcontractors’ 
employees, sums of contracts and wage sums of the entire site. The union official 
(#2) insisted that in this way the Finnish contractors, who do their work in accordance 
with the rules, will gain back the competitive advantage they have lost due to grey 
economy actors. In the official’s (#2) opinion, the tax numbers and main contractor’s 
liability have worked well. What is more, the tax authority got more resources for 
inspections. Trade union officials have held regular meetings with tax officials, who 
are bound by their clauses of confidentiality but who are willing to listen to instances 
in which the trade union officials have discovered violations to the rules. 
 
These observations seem to indicate that there are fewer posted workers from Estonia 
in the Finnish construction sector nowadays, because the Finnish government has 
taken strict measures against the grey economy. It is not easy, after all, to establish a 
company in Estonia and then provide services in Finland. And, further, if the posting 
of workers is done according to the rules, it is not economically very beneficial. In 
addition, Rakennusliitto has pressured Finnish main contractors not to use companies 
established in Estonia; and Estonian companies are not any more seen as very reliable 
by the main contractors. Neither can we exclude the effect of the economic crisis: 
Estonian firms are probably among those that lose their contracts first.  
 
Simultaneously, with the decline in posting of workers from Estonia, there have been 
fluctuations in regard to Estonians establishing their own businesses in Finland. 
There was a peak at the beginning of the 2010s, when the main contractors started 
preferring Finnish companies as suppliers to Estonian ones; according to the 
municipality official (#1), the change occurred because the customers of these 
contractors did not trust Estonian-looking company names. This did not imply 
distrust in Estonian workers per se but in Estonian companies. There were cases 
where Estonians founded firms for one season only; they founded the companies, 
completed the operations of the companies, closed down the companies and then 
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came to the market with new companies the following year. The increased regulation 
in the Finnish construction labour market might have impaired possibilities for such 
strategising. A Rakennusliitto official (#3) noted that Estonian firm owners have 
started realising the tighter control regime in the contemporary Finnish construction 
sector: 
 

…these Estonian firms when they arrive, the main contractor has the 
liability to check… It needs to check everything. When a small company 
comes to carry out subcontracting, everything will be checked: how 
taxes are paid in Estonia, how the things with the workers have been 
dealt with. They now will understand that it’s not that easy any more to 
try anything… If the Rakennusliitto hears about it, you’ll immediately 
be boycotted. If you do subcontracting for XXX [a big Finnish 
company], it tells you directly to take your guys and return back to the 
other side [of the Gulf of Finland]. Nobody wants that any more. It was 
possible earlier. 

 
This underscores the importance of monitoring the compliance according to the rules, 
not only by state authorities but also by trade union officials, in efforts to curb illegal 
business in construction. The tax numbers have also made Estonian employers 
straighten up their operations (Union official #3). Also, the access control imposed 
as a part of the site register system has affected the situation. Estonian employers are 
under dual pressure: on the one hand, workers have realised that there is no reason to 
remain posted and instead it is better to pursue a regular employment relationship or 
to find a job in another country; on the other hand, employers are facing increasing 
bureaucratic pressures because of the new tax and inspection arrangements (Union 
official #3). 
 
The change in the business environment is also noticed among our interviewees who 
are Estonian small-business owners. Kalev, who had a company doing welding work 
in construction, is a case in point in regard to the changing atmosphere. There were 
11 employees working at his company; of whom two were Finns and the rest 
Estonians. Kalev had a positive attitude towards the new ID-card system and the 
measures implemented to prevent a grey economy in Finland. He deemed it as 
necessary on the part of the Finnish government to introduce such measures. Also, 
he gave the new ‘construction site register’ arrangement a positive assessment. He 
seemed to have internalised the sentiment that ‘we’ have to make sure that nobody 
should be able to work illegally in Finland.  
 
Moreover, both Estonian unions and the Estonian Labour Inspectorate have put an 
emphasis on informing the public about worker posting. They have published 
pamphlets and conducted information days about posted workers’ rights. The 
Estonian Labour Inspectorate also signed a cooperation agreement with the Finnish 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Töökeskkonna ülevaade 2014: 29). 
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Furthermore, the Finnish Construction Trade Union established a department in 
Estonia, Tallinn, with the objective of informing Estonian construction workers that 
are working or planning to work in Finland about their rights there and to help if they 
encounter problems. Thus, the awareness about posting rules has probably increased 
in recent years both among workers and employers. Workers posted from Estonia 
have the right to turn to Estonian courts and the Labour Dispute Committee if they 
are mistreated, and there have been several cases where posted workers have gotten 
their lawfully earned wages through the verdicts of these institutions.  
 
 
The Structure of the Finnish Migrant Labour Regime 
 

Grounded on our data, we argue that the pattern of firm ownership – referring both 
to the distinct division of labour between main contractors with Finnish ownership 
and subcontractors with Estonian ownership  and to the migrant workers’  
relationship with and distance to the main contractor  – is a major factor shaping the 
structure of the emerging migrant labour regime. We found that the nationality of 
ownership of the companies employing Estonians is an important determinant for the 
construction of the regime and consequently, for the position of the worker. Although 
this can be regarded as a ‘natural’ development (the Finnish firms tend to more 
readily implement the Finnish standards in their employment policy than the 
Estonian-originated companies do), this might also reflect the strategising of the main 
contractors and subcontractors around the ‘translocal’ labour market (Alho 2013). 
 
We put forward four different positions (in terms of uncertainty and the level of 
wages) of workers in the Finnish migrant labour regime. The position of a posted 
worker is located in the bottom of the hierarchy; this is the position that Estonian 
workers would most eagerly like to get rid of (wages are the lowest and insecurity 
the highest). The position as a worker in an Estonian-owned company registered in 
Finland implies an improvement in terms of labour conditions compared to that of 
the posted worker. It is, however, evident that Estonian company owners are 
registering their business operations in Finland mostly for the sake of reputation in 
the eyes of Finnish contractors and not for the sake of providing better labour 
conditions for their workers. The third group, the self-employed and small business 
owners, consists of somewhat more privileged workers in terms of income and 
autonomy, but they are still precarious in terms of job security (there is no guarantee 
that work will continue; the responsibility for employment is completely on them). 
The fourth group, consisting of those workers employed in a Finnish company, is the 
one in which the workers are in the most secure position in terms of income, 
employment and rights. It would have been possible to distinguish those employed 
by Finnish temporary work agencies as a sub-category, since such workers have a 
distinctive position in the contracting chain, and they risk being employed for shorter 
time periods. However, we decided to include agency workers in the ‘employed by 
Finnish companies’ category, because migrants did not perceive it as considerably 
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unfavourable to being employed by the Finnish construction company. It was argued 
that wages are good and paid according to the rules, regular working hours offered 
and employment contracts extended.  
 
Posted workers 
 
Although only one of the construction workers we interviewed was posted at the time 
of the interview, several of them had experiences of being posted during their earlier 
careers in Finland. The stories about being a posted worker indicated that these were 
difficult times characterised by uncertainty, poor working conditions and disputes 
with employees over unpaid wages. The following examples illustrate some aspects 
of this kind of working arrangement.  
 
Aleksandr, who now worked for a scaffolding company owned by Estonians but 
registered in Finland, had previous experience of being posted from Estonia in 2010. 
In his words, the business idea of that company was ‘to hire people for a certain job 
and then get new people in for the next job.’ Aleksandr was, however, hesitant to 
share further details of the posting. He regarded himself as lucky because he later 
found a permanent job via a job advert; a job in which he has been for 3 years at the 
time of the interview. Jaan, Rein and Edgar did not complain about the levels of either 
working conditions (wages were not at the Finnish level, but they were not expecting 
Finnish salaries at that time) or living conditions at the time of being posted workers 
in Finland in the first decade of the 2000s. They seemed to regard that phase in their 
migrant work history as being almost a necessary part in a career path that eventually 
lead to permanent positions in Finnish firms. This indicates that those who are new 
in the Finnish labour market might accept staying at the bottom of the migrant labour 
regime until they gain more experience and knowledge about labour rights.  
 
Arno, who was working as a posted worker 5 years before the interview, had more to 
complain about his treatment.  He was employed by an Estonian agency firm that had 
an agreement with a Finnish agency firm on posting him to Finland. The wage, 8 
euros, was paid into an Estonian bank account, and it ‘was no wage at all, say, but at 
that time it was normal,’ since the living costs in Estonia were lower. However, he 
coincidentally learned that the main contractor paid 34 euros per hour for him, which 
meant that the agency firms through which he worked at the site earned a high 
surplus. Arno decided to give notice of leaving the job the same day. Similar 
strategising between the contractor and subcontractors was seen in Lembit’s story 
when he came to work for the first time in Finland in 2009. The Estonian company 
for which he was working did subcontracting for a Finnish construction firm. As a 
posted worker, he sought work directly from the Finnish main contractor, but he was 
informed that the Finnish main contractor had an agreement with the Estonian 
subcontractor: the former was not allowed to hire Estonians from the subcontracting 
firm. Finally, he managed to get a permanent job at a different Finnish contractor. 
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Lembit considered that the typical way of entering into the Finnish labour market is 
via an Estonian construction company or agency firm:  
 

As far as I know, there are many people who have come either through 
an Estonian firm or agency firm. First you get employed by an agency 
firm, and then you do good work somewhere and finally end up being 
employed by a Finnish company. 

 
Moreover, Mart’s story provides an example which shows that some Finnish firms 
still exploit the posting regime. He had been commuting between Finland and Estonia 
for almost 10 years, building houses for one firm and then for the last 8 years doing 
construction work for another Finnish firm through an Estonian temporary agency 
company. He had asked about the possibility to work directly for the Finnish firm, 
but the employer had said that it is not possible (because there are periods during 
which there is no work to offer). The Finns, in Mart’s words: ‘/.../ won't choose this 
option and for them it is easier to hire us through a rental company because then they 
don't have to pay us anything when they can't guarantee work for us.’ Most optimally, 
he can have a schedule 2 weeks in Finland – 2 weeks in Estonia. With the agency 
firm, Mart does not have any clear-cut contract, and sometimes he has no work at all, 
but he is still satisfied: ‘At least our wages are always paid on time, and the pay isn't 
small, it's more like average or above average compared to those Estonian firms who 
have workers in Finland.’ As Mart argues, there is a real dependency relationship 
between the Estonian agency workers and the Finnish contractor: ‘I think it makes 
more sense to talk about the company on the Finnish side, who we work for – there 
isn't much to say about the Estonian company, it just rents out workers.’ However, 
the tight dependency relationship does not imply any responsibility on the part of the 
Finnish contractor: 
 
 /.../ we are a rental workforce, we've been sitting at home for over a 

month now, there simply is no work at the moment. But it's really easy 
with a rental company or agency workers – if there's no work, the 
Finns have no responsibilities towards us. 

 
The human resource strategy for the Finnish company Mart was working for seemed 
to be based on the following principle: permanent jobs for Finns, temporary agency 
jobs for Estonians. The Estonians, therefore, were the auxiliary workforce which is 
to be ‘purchased’ if need be.  
 
Employed by a firm registered in Finland but operated by Estonians 
 
Some accounts of the interviewed workers let us understand that there is a tendency 
that Estonian firms move from posting (of Estonian workers) to registering a 
company in Finland and then to employing Estonian workers. The reasons for this 
shift can be derived from both the concern for the reputation of Estonian companies 
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in Finland and the stricter regulations in the Finnish construction sector. For example, 
Tom reported that the Finnish main contractors were not willing to subcontract purely 
Estonian firms any more. That is why the Estonian owner of the firm he was working 
for registered the firm in Finland.  
 
Although the recent legislative changes had affected the situation, the Estonian firms 
were still able to circumvent the labour regime aimed at native workers. For instance, 
Peter, an interviewed Estonian worker who later became a Rakennusliitto official, 
regarded the tax number system as ineffective since the tax authority was not 
authorised to completely inspect working hours. Peter also maintained that it is easier 
for a Finnish contractor to deal with Estonian workers, since the former has no 
obligation to arrange fixed working hours or take financial – for example tax payment 
– responsibilities for the latter. The influx of cheap labour from Estonia has meant 
that the Finnish construction workers have had to accept lower hourly wages (which 
however are according to the construction collective bargaining agreement) instead 
of having higher contract-based wages. This is due to the pricing of the contracts 
below the Finnish standards by the Estonian firms. In Peter’s view, Finnish 
companies were equally guilty for this development as main contractors. 
 
The stories the migrants working for Estonian companies registered in Finland told 
us indicated that although through this kind of arrangement working conditions and 
wages might have been better than when posted, there were also several factors that 
remained ‘Estonia-like’. For example, long working hours resembled those of posted 
workers. Although Timo was locally employed in Finland, his work schedule hinted 
at an arrangement typical for posted workers: 3 weeks work in Finland, 1 week free 
time in Estonia. Another resemblance to the Estonian labour regime is that the 
Estonian employers did not generally allow their workers to belong to a union.  
 
Similar patterns of irregularity and insecurity as in the case with posted workers were 
seen in Anti’ story.  He was generally unsatisfied with his position and considered 
working under Estonians as not being very beneficial for workers, as ‘under Estonian 
management […] the system is still like you are working in an Estonian company.’ 
Anti was, however, unmotivated to change this arrangement due to his current 
flexible work schedule and to his ultimate plan to move back to Estonia. In the 
meantime he had to be flexible, as he did not have a permanent contract and there 
were breaks without any work between successive temporary contracts given by his 
employer. He had complementary job spells as a painter, a job he needed for the 
breaks when he was not offered any work. The introduction of the tax numbers had 
had some effect on the conduct of the Estonian employer, but there was still ‘some 
kind of tricking’ by the employer. The payment of the salary was often irregular. Anti 
felt himself to be bullied by the employer, when he found out that he was the last one 
to whom the employer paid the salary. This is a telling example of how the workers 
can be at the mercy of a single employer: 
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I knew that I am going to be paid, but it really got to me that I was the 
last one /.../ I do not believe that he [the manager] kind of, or directly 
thinks of me badly, but, but yes, he just, like he knows, that I will 
manage.  

 
Valdo once worked for a company that was registered in Finland but that had 
Estonian owners and similarly to Anti he was very sceptical about Estonian 
employers in Finland: ‘…well, let’s say 99% of the time, if you are working for 
Estonians then you either don’t get paid or they don’t pay you that … you know, all 
the extras and things that you need for construction, you usually don’t get that.’ Valdo 
belonged to Rakennusliitto. He regarded the union as powerful enough to curb the 
illegal activities of Estonian companies: 
 

But yeah, the Rakennusliitto, they can go to the workplace and stop a 
company from working, for example. They ban you and you can’t work, 
for example. It happened to me once at a company. We went to work in 
the morning, the big boss from the main contractor came and said … the 
guys from XXX [A Finnish company with Estonian ownership] … you 
are not allowed to work in Finland. So you can’t work. Go home. 

 
Valdo told, however, that the boycott imposed by the Rakennusliitto and the ban on 
business operations imposed by the authorities did not prohibit the company owners 
from establishing a new company with a different name and starting operations again 
in Finland. 
 
Evert’s story illustrates how the Estonian construction business arranges its human 
resource policy in a way which is beneficial for Finnish contractors. He was 
employed by a middle-sized Estonian construction company (with around 100 
employees), in which almost all of the workers were Estonians. The company did 
subcontracting for major Finnish construction companies in the biggest Finnish 
towns. He mentioned that he had applied for work for a Finnish main contractor (for 
whom they did subcontracting) a couple of times. The fact that the main contractor 
refused to hire the Estonian (subcontracting/agency) firm’s workers bears 
resemblance to Lembit’s story (see ‘Posted workers’ section). When applying for a 
job the first time, Evert did not even receive a reply because the company – as he was 
told – did not need any workers; however, that company had a new Finnish worker 
hired the following week.  
 
Self-employed and small business owners 
 
On the basis our analysis, we regard that being a self-employed service provider or a 
small business owner might provide better labour conditions for Estonians in the 
Finnish migrant labour regime than the statuses of being a posted worker or employed 
at Estonian-owned companies registered in Finland. First and foremost, it is 
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manifested in better remuneration and a higher degree of autonomy, although in 
regard to employment security this kind of position is less secure and predictable than 
being employed by a ‘real’ Finnish company.  It is also to be noted that certain 
Estonian owners of construction companies are in comparatively advantageous 
positions (they sometimes exploit their co-nationals), but those are beyond the scope 
of this article as they represent the position of managers or employers rather than that 
of workers.   
 
Veiko had established a small firm of his own. Through his company, he provided 
his services in the construction sector in both Estonia and Finland. The idea of 
establishing the company derived from the seasonality of his earlier job spells in 
Finland; typically he worked from March-April until November-December, and then 
he was sent on unpaid holiday. So far, however, the emphasis of his business activity 
had been in Estonia, and there had been only a few contracts in Finland. He 
acknowledged that working in Finland is project-based and seasonal; however, he did 
not seek more secure, long-term commitments. As an Estonian employer in the 
Finnish market, Veiko saw the pros of the well-regulated Finnish system, although 
foreign contractors were undermining it. Veiko’s account, therefore, reflects 
awareness of the positive side of regulation on the one hand, but also 
acknowledgement of the fact that a foreign employer can circumvent institutional 
constraints on the other: 
 

In many respects, the system like this is good. When you [the employee] 
achieve a certain level, you see that you are supposed to have such a 
wage. But the market puts everything in place […] one told me that their 
firm does not get contracts anymore, because Estonians and other 
foreigners have put the market price at a low level. There is, indeed, 
quite tight competition in that respect. 

  
Arno, who was currently working in a Finnish firm, also pondered the pros and cons 
of entrepreneurship. Some of the colleagues with whom he used to work in Estonia 
were self-employed in Finland. They appeared to have a better income than Arno. 
While his net earnings per hour were 13 Euros, he argued that as a self-employed 
person he could get 22 Euros, minus taxes and other costs. However, Arno 
maintained, the main contractor had no responsibility for a self-employed person. 
Were he 10 years younger, he would consider becoming self-employed. He was also 
aware of the downside of being employed by himself: ‘there wouldn’t be any work 
in the wintertime.’ 
 
The difference between the statuses of being self-employed and a wage-earner is seen 
in the fate of three fellow workers, Jaan, Rein and Edgar. Jaan had worked in Finland 
for 7 years, whereas Rein and Edgar had only worked for 3 years. The status of the 
workers was different in the first round of the interviews in 2014: while Jaan had an 
enterprise of his own, based in Estonia, Rein and Edgar had been directly employed 
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by a Finnish company since summer 2013. For some reason Jaan had not got a 
permanent position, as the other two had, although he was working for the same 
Finnish contractor. In fact, the company owner (a Finn) tried his best to persuade 
Rein and Edgar to establish a firm of their own, but as they delayed their decision, 
the owner eventually agreed to employ them directly. Rein concluded that ‘it would 
be easier [for the Finnish owner] to get rid [of me] if I had a firm of my own. But 
now I am satisfied.’ The structure of the small construction company, for which Jaan, 
Rein and Edgar worked, actually consisted of a web of several smaller companies in 
which ‘everyone came up with a firm of their own.’ 
 
Employed by a Finnish firm 
 
Working for a ‘real’ Finnish company, even if only a temporary agency firm, was 
seen as something desirable but hard to achieve by several of our interviewees. 
Despite his employment as an agency worker, Vello was quite satisfied with his 
position as carpenter at one of the biggest Finnish labour agency firms. Although he 
did not have a carpenter’s degree in Estonia, he was given a salary corresponding to 
a carpenter’s qualification. However, the work was hard, and he was interested in 
educating himself to do a less-demanding occupation, such as that of a crane driver. 
Vello realised there would be better paid positions in other firms, but he was afraid 
of changing the job because there would be a 4-month probation period during which 
the employer could dismiss him at any time. He had tried to get onto courses to get 
educated as a crane driver, but his employer (the Finnish labour agency firm) had 
refused to pay for that. He considered that this was odd: the company would benefit 
from his higher qualification. 
 
After having been employed by the same Finnish agency firm as Vello, Arno had 
managed to get a permanent job at a ‘real’ Finnish construction firm. He worked as 
an excavator driver. The difference between these two workers seemed to have been 
that Arno had the required qualifications already when coming to work in Finland, 
whereas Vello had just started to pursue a higher qualification. Arno clearly saw the 
pros of being employed by a Finnish employer: ‘Well, he pays the salaries, and… 
working hours are at 8 hours a day, you are at home on Saturdays and Sundays and 
nobody forces you to work more than that.’ In the current firm, Arno worked without 
a written employment contract, or at least he had not seen the contract. However, ‘the 
salary has always been put onto the account.’  
 
The fact that Jaan, Rein and Edgar have worked for the same Finnish employer for a 
few years might indicate that they have found secure employment. On the other hand, 
they might not have any other option, that is, any other place to go; all of them would 
have liked to get a job within a 200 km radius of Helsinki but have not succeeded so 
far. Even though they had been working as a team for years, basically doing contract 
work for the owner of the company, they were persuaded to become self-employed. 
All agreed that the boss was ‘bad tempered’ sometimes, even though they had done 
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a good job. Moreover, even if a Finnish employer hires Estonians it might be because 
they are not as demanding as locals, but rather ‘good workers’ in the eyes of the 
employer (MacKenzie & Forde 2009), as Anti concludes:  
 

They [Finnish employers] do hire [Estonians] if you are able to prove 
yourself, then I believe, they do hire you. Well, I think, that… that it is 
possible to pay a minimum rate to Estonians. Well, I do not know, we 
do a lot of demolition work that Finns do not want to do, and as such 
some Finnish company will gladly hire Estonians. Firstly, they do not 
have to pay as much since who is working is working for less money. I 
do not know, I don’t know any Estonian currently who is being paid as 
much as a Finn. Well, I do not know about numbers, but I am rather 
sure, that no Estonian, perhaps some highly skilled specialist is getting 
paid as much… but I doubt it [...]. 

 
Lembit, who worked for a Finnish construction firm had noticed the racism that 
prevails on Finnish construction sites. According to him, Finns do not regard Estonian 
colleagues ‘as their own’, and the former are likely to exclude the latter: 
 

Well, it [the racism] appears in wages, labour relations, but going to 
work is also very bad when... Like we were, went to work, took our 
clothes off, put them in the closet and took our shoes off. Then men 
[Finnish co-workers] would come and take them and throw your shoes 
into the dustbin, for example. /.../ Or they would come and yell at you. 
/.../ 

 
Lembit related this kind of behaviour to the fear of Finns that foreign workers would 
either take their jobs or that the Finnish workers would not be able to be ‘as lazy’ 
anymore while working. The accounts of the interviewed Estonian construction 
workers were uniform in arguing that Estonians tend to be more flexible and hard-
working than locals and thus ‘good workers’ (MacKenzie & Forde 2009). Arno was 
similarly as sceptical as Lembit of the possibility of becoming culturally and 
economically equal to local workers either in the eyes of Finnish co-workers or 
Finnish employers.  
 
All this seems to be evidence that despite the Estonian workers’ ability to climb up 
the career ladder up to the position of ‘employed by Finns’, they still seem to be 
locked in a less favourable position than the native workers. There seems to be, 
however, an exception to the rule, which is Dagmar’s story. Dagmar’s story of getting 
a job in Finland is exceptional, since he got it through a trade union contact in Finland 
while being a trade union activist in Estonia at the beginning of the 2000s. He called 
the employer and asked for a job and got an affirmative response. In his words, the 
employer appeared to be benevolent especially to those foreign workers who had 
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been fired by other (dishonest) employers in Finland. The employer had also a 
positive attitude towards the trade union membership of the workers. 
 
Concluding discussion 
 
The aim of this analysis has been firstly to throw light on the drivers of regulation 
that lie behind the emergent migrant labour regime in the construction sector in 
Finland. Although employer and labour strategies are important in shaping the 
regime, the roles of EU (e.g., through different directives) and government regulation, 
which are influenced by social partner institutions, remain crucial. There are clear 
signs indicating that the policies of the Finnish government alongside trade union 
efforts and lobbying activities (sometimes in cooperation with the employers’ 
federation) have had a positive overall effect on the evolvement of the construction 
labour market. Thus, a strong industrial relation system such as that in place in 
Finland seems to be more resistant to the corroding effects of post-accession labour 
migration than other systems; even within the single EU labour market. The Finnish 
government, in contrast to the effects seen elsewhere, has been able to deter the 
undermining of the strong industrial relations system in construction (Wagner & 
Lillie 2014). Further research is needed in different sectors and national contexts to 
analyse whether also alternative ways of circumventing institutional constraints at the 
national level (Herrmann 2008; Lillie & Sippola 2011) can be prevented by 
interventionist regulation and cooperation between authorities at the national and 
international level.  
 
Secondly, we have explored the current migrant labour regime apparent in the Finnish 
construction sector. We have identified four differing positions within the regime: 
posted workers; those working for a company registered in Finland but owned by 
Estonians; self-employed or small business owners; and those working for a ‘real’ 
Finnish company. We have seen that the pattern of firm ownership – reflecting both 
the nationality-based division between the main contractors and subcontractors and 
the workers’ relationship with and distance from the main contractor – is a major 
factor shaping the structure of the emerging migrant labour regime. The translocal 
labour market setting that has emerged between Estonia and Finland has generated 
different worker positions based on their employers’ nationality, the relationship to 
the main contractor and workers’ contractual status that reinforces the segmentation 
of labour. 
 
This study further reveals that irrespective of employer strategies, the Estonian 
workers had managed to improve their position through hard work and lucky 
coincidences, partially rendered possible by the recent development of labour market 
regulations. There is indeed a variety of forms of the use of labour, and the position 
of migrant workers might have improved compared to that of posted workers. 
However, the migrants still do not regard themselves as ‘full’ members of the labour 
collective. Although the analysis showed marked differences between the four 
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positions in the construction labour market –  the first position (the posted workers) 
being most and the fourth position (those working for a Finnish company) being the 
least precarious and low-paid – the whole migrant labour regime seems to be based 
on the inferiority of the Estonians.  It is remarkable that the Estonians were still in a 
more disadvantageous position in terms of career advancement, cultural acceptance 
by locals, dependency on the employer and flexibility demanded from the side of the 
employer. Moreover, the expectation of the employers that Estonians tend to be more 
flexible workers than locals often persisted even though the employer was not any 
more an Estonian. Whether this is due to the overall deterioration of the position of 
the workers in the Finnish construction sector or to a systematic tendency of 
segregation in the labour market remains a question to be considered in future 
research. 
 
By means of the biographical lens, this study suggests that migrant workers’ agency 
also plays a role in shaping the migrant labour regime. Seemingly, these Estonian 
workers desired to leave their precarious positions behind and enter the ranks of fully 
respected and valued worker-citizens (see e.g. Anderson 2013) by seeking 
employment in ‘real’ Finnish firms. However, the Estonians appeared to seek 
improvement in their positions via becoming ‘good workers’ (MacKenzie & Forde 
2009) – referring to qualities attributed to workers by employers – rather than 
demanding their rights as workers per se. Thereby, migrant workers were on the one 
hand able to gain a ‘competitive advantage’ over local labour and to secure 
employment, but on the other hand, they simultaneously consented to inferior 
employment conditions in comparison to natives. Analysis of different forms of 
workers’ individual and collective agency was beyond the scope of this study but is 
an important aspect that ought to be scrutinised in further research. 
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Introduction

In 2010, a coalition of unions from countries in the Baltic region formed the ‘Baltic 
Organising Academy’ (BOA), in an attempt to halt union decline by introducing 
‘organizing model’ strategies in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. While the project 
has so far had limited impact in the other Baltic and Nordic countries, the project 
inspired Finnish and Estonian unions to develop strong bilateral transnational 
organizing cooperation. For Finnish and Estonian unions implementing the BOA 
has involved not only reimagining union geographies, but reorienting union identi-
ties, away from social partnership and towards more confrontational forms of 
unionism. The Finnish–Estonian BOA cooperation is a rare example of sustained, 
successful transnationalism backed by high-level strategies, and fully implemented 
in action on the ground.

The article argues that behind this success is a long process of identity work by 
Finnish and Estonian unionists, which pre-dates and extends well beyond organizing. 
Finnish and Estonian unions have overcome a ‘double barrier’ in developing cooperation 
around bi-national organizing. First, they had to overcome the national focus and insular-
ity inherent to union activity. Second, they had to ‘sell’ their organizing project to union 
leaderships focused on social partnership and membership servicing. These adjustments 
have involved a process of ‘identity work’, to build among Finnish and Estonian trade 
unionists an organizing mindset, and a cadre of unionists skilled in and committed to 
organizing. Although trade union survival and improved bargaining leverage provide the 
BOA’s rationale, the key factor behind its success is ‘identity work’, through which trust 
has been established and common norms, objectives and identities have been (re)con-
structed. A cadre of transnational union activists have skilfully framed organizing as a 
viable approach in Estonia and Finland. Following Greer and Hauptmeier (2012), the 
article argues that ‘identity work’ is essential for initiating and sustaining transnational 
trade union cooperation.

Estonia and Finland are linguistically and culturally similar neighbours, whose 
labour and product markets are linked by European Union (EU) free movement. 
Finland, however, has a comparatively high union density of 69 per cent, while 
Estonia’s is 6 per cent (Visser, 2015). Since independence in 1991, Estonia has 
become a magnet for Finnish capital, a source country for low wage migration into 
Finland and a laboratory for Finnish multinational companies to try out non-union 
working practices. Finnish unions have aided Estonian unions since the early 1990s, 
trying to build in Estonia the industry-level bargaining and social dialogue typical in 
Finland. Since Estonian unions are weak, management has usually seen little reason 
to engage with them (Kall, 2017). While cooperation around social partnership in 
Estonia has failed, this history of cooperation has provided a shared background on 
which like-minded factions in both countries built in promoting the ‘organizing 
model’. The original idea was to implement the organizing model in Estonia but 
Estonian successes inspired Finnish unionists to imitate these practices in the very 
different environment in Finland.

The article begins by describing the ‘organizing’, ‘transnationalism’ and ‘social part-
nership’ frames, their compatibilities and tensions, and then turns to explaining how 
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‘identity work’ can reconcile the tensions in service of transnational organizing strate-
gies. Then follow sections describing case study methodology, the pre-BOA Nordic–
Baltic union cooperation, the BOA’s genesis, the success and spread of the ‘organizing 
model’ in Estonia, and its imitation by Finnish unions. The study highlights the role of 
various aspects of ‘identity work’ in building and sustaining the transnational organizing 
model and concludes with a discussion of the factors supporting the BOA’s success and 
assessing its long-term prospects.

The organizing model

The ‘organizing model’ is understood here in terms of both internal and external organ-
izing (Connolly et al., 2017; Heery et al., 2000; Hurd, 2004). Internal organizing refers 
to mobilizing and stimulating activism among already existing union members. External 
organizing describes practices that contribute to membership growth, such as targeted 
organizing campaigns in workplaces where there is as yet no union presence (Heery 
et al., 2000: 996). Although the main focus of BOA has been external organizing (espe-
cially in low-density Estonia), internal organizing has also been relevant (Häkkinen, 
2013: 11–13).

The organizing model developed in the 1980s and 1990s as a union response to the 
virulently anti-union environment of the United States. Advocates of the model have 
promoted mobilization of current and potential union members and a set of aggressive 
union tactics, which when taken together have improved union ‘win-rates’ in the 
National Labor Relations Board representation elections which are typically the focus 
of US organizing campaigns (see Bronfenbrenner, 1997). The model assumes a hos-
tile management which unions counter by mobilizing rank and file workers. Unions 
organize in secret for as long as possible, preparing workers mentally for a manage-
ment onslaught, researching the vulnerabilities of targeted firms and building rank 
and file organization. This process encourages workers to ‘reimagine’ their interests 
as collective and class-based, in opposition to management (Simms, 2012). In short, 
the frame takes conflict as given, and emphasizes tactics which have been proven 
effective (Bronfenbrenner, 1997), though under an admittedly narrow set of assump-
tions (De Turberville, 2004).

The model has been criticized on many fronts. Union officials focused on partnership 
and membership servicing sometimes oppose the organizing model because they believe 
it competes with their own goals and priorities (Fiorito, 2004). Although emphasizing 
grassroots mobilization, it is staff-driven, following a strict playbook, and implemented 
by professional organizers (Fletcher and Hurd, 2001). Unlike partnership, which focuses 
on process legitimacy and compromise, the organizing model emphasizes specific goals, 
and mobilizes resources such as staff, political influence and worker support, to achieve 
those goals. It requires unions to allocate resources which might have been used else-
where. This is arguably facilitated by a strong central leadership (Krzywdzinski, 2010), 
which is however in service of a rank and file-based mobilizing strategy (Milkman, 2006). 
The apparent uniformity of the organizing model as a one-size-fits-all approach belies the 
complex environments and organizing challenges unions face in different contexts (De 
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Turberville, 2004). Some question its potential to succeed as a macro revitalization strat-
egy for the labour movement as a whole because the obsessive focus with organizing 
practice neglects broader issues of rebuilding class power (Simms, 2012; Simms and 
Holgate, 2010). Related to this, organizing is often seen only as a way to bring in new 
members and increase union density, leaving aside the issue of empowering and mobiliz-
ing existing union members (Connolly et al., 2017: 321–2).

In practice unions adjust the model to local circumstances. Lessons from the ‘organ-
izing model’ have proven attractive to unions in many countries, including highly regu-
lated industrial relations systems such as the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark. 
Inevitably, this has involved adaptation to local conditions. The end goals of organizing 
campaigns differ from one country to another, since these usually involve building work-
place institutions, and the forms these take depend on national labour law. For example, 
in Germany organizing emphasizes establishing works councils instead of signing col-
lective agreements (Turner, 2009). For Dutch unions, internal organizing, or mobilizing 
and activating the membership, is usually more important than winning collective agree-
ments per se, since the legal extension of collective agreements means that workers are 
typically already covered. However, the enforcement of these agreements requires shop-
floor union leverage which can be achieved through internal organizing, which strength-
ens the unions’ legitimacy by promoting reforms and democratization within unions. 
This does not exclude external organizing, which the Dutch unions also do, to extend 
union representation and regulation to previously unorganized groups of workers 
(Connolly et al., 2017). Arnholtz et al. (2016) note that organizing advocates in Denmark 
‘translate’ the organizing model in ways which legitimate it in the Danish context, select-
ing only the parts which they regard as well suited to Denmark’s high union density, 
highly institutionalized context.

Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) unions face weak institutional contexts and 
low union density. In some ways this environment is similar to the USA, and could 
theoretically be fertile ground for external organizing. An important limitation has 
been, however, that CEE unions lack the resources for organizing. Furthermore, they 
are often caught in a tradition of servicing unionism inherited from state socialist 
times. Polish unions, and in particular Solidarność, enthusiastically adopted the 
organizing model in the late 1990s, inspired by international cooperation and the 
entrance of a new generation of unionists into union leadership. Polish organizing, 
however, has had to fight for its budget share and remains relatively small scale 
(Krzywdzinski, 2010).

The transnationalism frame

Compared to the organizing model, union transnationalism represents a broader field of 
activities, with more varied ideological underpinnings. While much of it can be under-
stood as conventional trade union interest micropolitics within firms (Greer and 
Hauptmeier, 2012), or the geographical expansion of union activities to regain bargain-
ing leverage lost to globalization (Lillie, 2004), at the EU level unions push pro-integra-
tionist and social dialogue agendas, shaped by the EU’s political opportunity structure 
(Gumbrell-McCormick and Hyman, 2013). There is also an international campaigning 
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undercurrent (Lillie and Martinez Lucio, 2004) and many examples of cooperation moti-
vated by radical leftist internationalism (Durrenberger, 2009).

It is unusual for unions to directly organize members across national boundaries. 
International organizing assistance usually occurs in partnership with local unions sup-
ported by foreign unions’ finances, training and sometimes solidarity. A recent failed 
effort proving the rule is the German construction union IG BAU’s initiative to establish 
the European Migrant Workers Union (EMWU). The EMWU accepted members from 
any industry or country, and tried to establish effective representation for Polish migrant 
workers in Germany. It encountered resistance from other German unions jealous of their 
jurisdiction. It also had difficulty recruiting migrant members. Its resources were eventu-
ally absorbed back into IG BAU (Greer et al., 2013). On the other hand, the London-
based International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) Seafarers’ Section has for 
decades maintained a successful global bargaining system allowing for direct seafarer 
membership, although these bargaining rights are normally transferred to member 
unions. The ITF’s situation is unusual in that ‘organizing’ is mostly through secondary 
action, so convincing the seafarers to join is useful but not essential (Lillie, 2005), obvi-
ating the problem of recruiting workers into a ‘foreign’ union.

The social partnership frame

‘Social partnership’ in some contexts is defined as mutual gains bargaining (Kelly, 2004), 
but its Nordic implementation is heavily imbued with a social regulatory role for unions. 
In Finland, it is more common to use the term ‘labour market parties’, recognizing the 
role of regulated conflict in Nordic labour policy (Kettunen, 2012). Since industrializa-
tion in the 1970s and 1980s, strong national social partner relations in Finland have been 
backed by a societal consensus supportive of the role of unions, and nearly universal 
union membership. Unions assure membership through shop steward networks and a 
Ghent-system linkage of membership to unemployment benefits (Böckerman and 
Uusitalo, 2006). External organizing has not been important, because there has not been 
anyone to organize. Unions regard themselves as partners in national politics, with a role 
in shaping Finland’s political-economy and safeguarding its competitiveness. This role 
is sometimes at tension with collective action or ‘movement’ (Kettunen, 2004: 305), 
such as organizing often entails.

In Estonia social partnership is weak – although unions strive for it – and at the 
national level often takes an ‘illusory’ form (Woolfson and Kallaste, 2011). With low 
membership levels and withdrawal of state support, Estonian unions have lost the finan-
cial stability and policy influence which was the legacy of their state-socialist heritage 
and subsequent EU promotion of their social partner role (Woolfson and Kallaste, 2011). 
Due to employers’ disinterest, sectoral bargaining is rare and most collective agreements 
are company level. Unions mainly operate through peaceful collective bargaining and 
routine servicing of existing members. The lack of a union protest culture hampers the 
use of more aggressive tactics (Kall, 2017).

Finnish and Estonian unionists value their membership servicing and social partner-
ship regulatory roles, which involve a mind-set in conflict with that of the organizing 
model. However, in line with De Turberville (2007) servicing is not incompatible with 
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organizing. Social partnership relies on union power resources (Turner, 1998), which in 
some cases depend on organizing. In the absence of union power resources, partnership 
either collapses, or becomes a legitimation tool for management or the state (Woolfson 
and Kallaste, 2011). The organizational infrastructure of social partnership and servic-
ing, in the absence of continuing struggle to establish unions’ position in society, can 
over time result in unions no longer having the ability to mobilize workers. In such cases, 
implementing ‘organizing unionism’ requires changes in union structures, personnel and 
identity (Krzywdzinski, 2010; Voss and Sherman, 2000). The introduction of organizing 
is sometimes opposed by unionists who believe it wastes resources which could be used 
for servicing, or disrupts existing trust relations with management. These tensions 
between organizing, partnership and servicing are inevitable, and managing them is an 
integral part of adopting the organizing model.

Identity work

Transnational union organizing cooperation requires organizational innovation both in 
terms of transnational linkages as well as the development of an organizing model. Both 
dimensions require ‘identity work’, to bring about the oppositional and campaigning 
orientation needed to organize and deepen the mutual trust needed for successful trans-
national cooperation. ‘Identity work’ refers to ‘anything people do, individually or col-
lectively, to give meaning to themselves or others’ (Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock, 1996: 
115). During the process collective (or individual) identities are created, sustained and 
modified (Snow and Anderson, 1987; Snow and McAdam, 2000). Identity construction, 
as a form of identity work is, according to Snow and McAdam (2000: 53), facilitated by 
framing, collective action or a combination of the two. As concluded by Benford and 
Snow (2000: 612), ‘framing processes have come to be regarded, alongside resource 
mobilization and political opportunity processes, as a central dynamic in understanding 
the character and course of social movements’. Framing is a processual phenomenon 
entailing mobilizing ideas and meanings, with an important role for agency and the gen-
eration of interpretative frames for identity (and reality) construction (Benford and Snow, 
2000: 614).

The identity work concept has been applied to union transnationalism by Greer and 
Hauptmeier (2012), who emphasize its role in sustaining cooperation between unions 
in different production sites at General Motors (GM) Europe. They point out that 
transnational coalitions between unions lack institutional support and, following 
Cooke (2005), note that because of this, local unions face a prisoners’ dilemma when 
acting collectively. In order not to be undermined by management whipsawing, GM 
unions needed to change the rules of the game. Through identity work over time GM 
unions have constructed a common interest and purpose, countering management 
efforts to confound their cooperation. This was accomplished through a framing and 
trust building process involving face-to-face interactions, formal and informal social-
izing and educating and mobilizing workers (Greer and Hauptmeier, 2012). Identity 
work allowed the unionists to overcome the limitations of existing institutional infra-
structure and embedded identities, permitting adaptation to changing productive 
structures and management strategies.
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The double barrier

Transnational organizing involves overcoming a double barrier, to change into organizing 
unions and to organize workers in another country. In the current case, identity work enabled 
the unions not only to build cooperation by reframing their interests, but also shifted those 
unions’ identities to prioritize organizing, which formerly had been considered in conflict 
with their principles. Both Finnish and Estonian unions hold to their own versions of ‘social 
partnership’, and some unionists regard the organizing model as threatening to this.

In some respects, the organizing and transnational cooperation frames overlap, in 
emphasizing trade union solidarity and mutual aid, as well as strategic innovation and 
adaptation to changing economic environments. Still, ‘transnational cooperation’ covers 
a wide variety of activities and perspectives (Lillie and Martinez Lucio, 2004) while 
organizing is focused. In the Finland–Estonia case previous cooperation was built on a 
transnational social partnership paradigm. Overcoming the double barrier required con-
structing the organizing model frame on top of an earlier process of transnational identity 
work, out of which a cadre of union officials and activists emerged committed to organ-
izing and rebuilding union strength in a joined labour market.

Methodology

The literature suggests that there are many barriers to implementing the organizing 
model in different national contexts and especially transnationally. The main question 
guiding the current research was: how have the Estonian and Finnish unions surmounted 
these barriers? Answering this question involved analysing the process of identity work 
and union strategic decision making, through triangulating three types of data sources: 
interview testimony; (participant) observations; and documentary material over several 
years. Although Estonian unions were to some extent also supported by the Swedish and 
Danish unions, the article concentrates on the Finnish–Estonian cooperation as the most 
extensive one. It is acknowledged that one limitation of the study is that no detailed 
research was conducted on actors from other Nordic and Baltic countries, which would 
have provided more generalizability to the arguments.

The case study draws on 16 in-depth interviews (conducted in 2014–2016) with trade 
union officials and organizers in Estonia and Finland, participant observation during 
organizer training and organizing visits to companies (in 2016), 26 interviews conducted 
with Baltic area trade unionists in 2004–2005, cooperation workshops involving Finnish 
and Estonian unions (in 2004–2005) and documents such as BOA meeting minutes, pro-
gress reports and union newsletters. The 2014–2016 data were collected with the aim of 
understanding the decision-making process and strategy behind the implementation of 
the organizing model, and the development of Finnish–Estonian union cooperation. The 
2004–2005 data were collected during an EU-funded Nordic–Baltic project, ‘Promoting 
Information, Consultation and Participation in the Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian 
Industry and Construction Sectors’, with the goal of tracking industrial relations devel-
opments in the Baltic States. The data were thematically coded and analysed to trace the 
development of trans-Baltic cooperation over more than a decade, to see changes in 
strategy, structures and collective action frames.
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Exporting the Finnish model to Estonia

Since the early 1990s, Finnish unionists have tried to guide the Estonians towards the 
Finnish model of coordinated industry-level bargaining and social dialogue. Finnish 
unions tended to regard their system as a superior model for weaker labour movements 
to follow. This attitude fuelled a ‘big brother mentality’, assuming Estonians could fol-
low the same path, minimizing cultural differences and local particularities (Skulason 
and Jääskelainen, 2000). One official from the Finnish Metalworkers’ Union (Metalliliitto) 
critically explained this attitude:

Look, [we told them] we are strong, we have high organization rates and the funniest part was 
that we insisted that they should have a dialogue with the employers, when the employers 
didn’t want to have a dialogue with them. But we insisted that you should find a way to have a 
dialogue with the employers. (Metalliliitto official #1, January 2015)

Finnish–Estonian union cooperation developed in the context of many EU initiatives, 
as well as multilateral cooperation between Nordic and Baltic State unions, under the 
Baltic Sea Trade Union Network (BASTUN), formed in 1999 (Schymik, 2013: 75). 
Finnish–Estonian cooperation was much deeper than these, having been developed 
through numerous bilateral initiatives as well. These include, for example, the Finnish 
unions establishing an information office in Estonia for Estonians considering working 
in Finland, and the Estonian Trade Union of Commercial and Service Employees (ETKA) 
and Finnish private service sector union PAM concluding an agreement in the late 2000s 
making it easier for ETKA members to join PAM when they move to Finland (ETKA 
official, September 2014). Notably, the Finnish Seamen’s Union (SMU) and the Estonian 
Seamen’s Independent Union (EMSA) have had a longstanding cooperation in repre-
senting seafarers on Baltic ships, which extended into shore-based hotels. Ships on Baltic 
Sea routes have frequently been crewed by both Estonians and Finns, and their shop-
floor representation has been a cooperative endeavour (EMSA’s president, April 2010).

Prior to the turn to organizing there were scattered efforts to recruit Estonians with 
help from Finnish unions. For example, the Finnish Chemical Workers’ and Estonian 
Light Industry Trade Union shared the costs of a recruiter (Estonian Light Industry Trade 
Union (EKTAL) official, November 2005). The Finnish Metalliliitto and the Federation 
of Estonian Metal Workers’ Unions (EMAF) cooperated by using the Finnish union’s 
leverage in headquarters to help organize Estonian subsidiaries. This strategy brought 
some growth in membership, but was later undermined by the dismissal of many Estonian 
union members (EMAF official, March 2005). Furthermore, the Estonian Trade Union 
Confederation (EAKL) and the Central Organization of Finnish Trade Unions (SAK) 
organized joint events in 2005 on recruiting and a seminar on strike strategy (EAKL 
official #1, August 2006). These efforts demonstrated the recognition of the problem of 
low organization rates in Estonia, pointing towards a need for more systematic organiz-
ing (Häkkinen, 2013).

Although Finnish–Estonian cooperation failed to turn around union decline in Estonia, 
by 2010, when the organizing model began to be considered, Estonian and Finnish 
unions had established a cooperation culture and personal contacts through joint activi-
ties spanning two decades. Although the interdependence of labour markets was an 
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underlying motivation, the routines of cooperation made joint introduction of the organ-
izing model possible: ‘The Nordics’ motivation in the beginning was to protect their 
labour market, this is clear. From this initial motivation, friendships developed and a 
kind of routine that they support’ (Association of Estonian Energy Workers’ Trade 
Unions’ (AEEWTU) official, March 2015).

Constructing an organizing identity: The importance of 
framing

The BOA began as a multinational effort involving several Nordic industrial, service and 
transport union federations. These met in 2010 and decided to invite Baltic unions into 
organizing cooperation efforts with Nordic union counterparts. Inspiration to follow the 
organizing model came from the American Change to Win (CtW) initiative. CtW 
European office staff also provided initial training. In 2011 11 Finnish, two Swedish, 
four Danish, six Estonian and two Lithuanian unions, the Association of Estonian 
Industrial Trade Unions, EAKL, the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and the Council of 
Nordic Trade Unions joined BOA (Häkkinen, 2013: 6).

The poor record of previous Nordic–Baltic union projects meant that Baltic unions 
needed to be persuaded to become involved in yet another one. Compared to the Finnish–
Estonian relationship, cooperation between the Scandinavian unions and Latvian and 
Lithuanian ones was not as substantial. The Swedes proved reluctant to invest too much 
personnel-time (Metalliliitto official #1, January 2015) and the Latvian and Lithuanian 
unions were also hesitant. Two Lithuanian industrial unions showed interest, however 
(Häkkinen, 2013: 6). The Latvians were least willing to take part, one reason being that 
they were concerned about being controlled by the Nordic unions. A former Estonian 
BOA coordinator related (December 2014) that the Latvians unequivocally stated ‘give 
us money and we will see ourselves what we will do, you are not coming to teach us’. In 
the end, the Finns, Swedes, Danes and Estonians moved forward with practical coopera-
tion, and initial operations were therefore conducted in Estonia. The Lithuanians also 
undertook some less extensive activity, while the other participants decided mostly to 
wait and observe.

The Academy was based on the principle that all participating organizations should 
provide resources: either finances, personnel or both. For Estonian unionists who 
backed the plan, personal contacts and the history of cooperation overcame their initial 
scepticism:

In the beginning … I did not totally agree and I was not interested in taking part [in the BOA]. 
But from the Finnish side … I cannot say that they pressured me, but they said ‘How come you 
are not taking part?’ We were old friends, right? (AEEWTU official, March 2015)

In addition to personal relations, Estonian unionists cited low and declining member-
ship, difficulty concluding collective agreements, financial hardship and trends towards 
subcontracting threatening their future membership, as motives for joining. Even after 
BOA was initiated, its advocates had to ‘sell’ it to other staff in their unions. Organizing 
was alien to many Estonian unionists and it needed to be framed in a way which would 
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overcome the resistance of those sceptical about aggressive social movement tactics and 
symbolic protest. One unionist relates how some unionists reacted to these tactics:

I remember in 2000 I suggested that we should start thinking about that kind of thing [organizing] 
… I was laughed at: ‘You are talking madness, what is organizing? What the hell? We already 
have so many members. Members should come to us, we shouldn’t go to the members.’ We did 
those [militant] campaigns in the central federation. I remember there was a campaign by the 
nurses’ union in which we used a stretcher and put ketchup on it and the girls were lying on it. 
Ligi [an Estonian right-wing politician] had to jump over the stretcher and he was swearing 
‘nasty, nasty, nasty’. The conservatives on the board of central federation asked: What are you 
doing!? You are going there with a coffin and you cannot do that! (Former Estonian BOA 
coordinator, December 2014)

For the Estonians, introducing the BOA meant organizational transformation. 
Although some unionists were directly involved in the transnational cooperation, to suc-
ceed the organizing model needed domesticization into wider union circles, involving 
unionists who had not previously been involved. More dramatically, they had to be will-
ing to try different ways of approaching workers and employers. For the Finnish unions, 
the decision was perhaps easier, since their initial commitment was primarily financial.

Benford and Snow (2000) relate that framing can involve diagnostic, prognostic and 
motivational aspects, which Finnish and Estonian organizing model advocates undertook 
together. The organizing model was first promoted in Estonia as a way to prevent Estonia 
becoming a union-free zone; Finnish adoption began later. One Estonian and one Finnish 
trade unionist who had studied the model and initiated the project became its main advo-
cates. They diagnosed low union density and passive social partnership/servicing union-
ism as problems, framing the organizing approach as the only way to ‘save’ Estonian 
unions. They publicized successful examples from other countries. This signalled a move 
away from the previous ‘big brother mentality’, as the Finnish model was no longer 
exemplary.

The next aspect was prognostic framing or ‘the articulation of a proposed solution to 
the problem, or at least plan of attack, and the strategies for carrying out the plan’ 
(Benford and Snow, 2000: 616). The main BOA initiators laid out detailed plans for the 
‘Organizing Academy’ which was introduced during numerous formal and informal 
meetings with union officials. They prepared training materials, so those who took part 
had a ready-made package to follow. Finally, motivational framing provided a ‘rationale 
for engaging in ameliorative collective action’ (Benford and Snow, 2000: 617), like 
emphasizing the need to end the downward membership spiral, the interdependency of 
labour markets, mutual obligations and ‘being in the same boat’.

Finnish unions were motivated by the competitive threat of a largely union free zone 
in the Baltic States. This was related both to capital moving to Estonia, and labour to 
Finland. For example, a PAM official pointed out that a two-euro-an-hour salary in 
Tallinn is typical for a cleaner, while in Finland the minimum salary is 8.87 euros per 
hour (as per the collective agreement for commercial cleaning, 2013–2017). Estonian 
migrants are a major group in low-paid service jobs in Finland (PAM, 2009). A PAM 
official (November 2014) related:
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If you think about the whole picture, course it would be to everyone’s advantage if there were 
functional labour movements in nearby countries, because there is freedom of movement of 
labour [within the EU] … so that the workers learn that they have rights in every country /…/ 
at the moment, some [migrants] know their rights here [in Finland] but don’t know that they 
have a labour movement in their own country, and they might not trust it there.

The Finnish Metalliliitto also emphasized the failure of the scattered campaigns and 
initiatives initiated by the Finnish unions in Estonia in the past, admitting that despite 
long-standing cooperation between Metalliliitto and EMAF they had gained few new 
members: ‘We can keep them alive in that sense, the EMAF, but it doesn’t lead us any-
where. We should do something differently’ (Metalliliitto official #1, January 2015). The 
well-planned BOA initiative rationalized various union efforts and brought them under 
one strategic vision. A cadre of committed individuals initiated BOA through personal 
contacts built from past cooperation, and then set about domesticating the strategy 
through diagnostic, prognostic and motivational framing. This was solidified and sus-
tained through collective action, described in the following section.

Engaging in collective action: BOA’s organizing in Estonia

Campaign work started in Estonia in May 2012. The idea was that the Finnish (and to a 
lesser extent also Danish and Swedish) unions support the Estonians financially, through 
strategic information, and sometimes solidarity. The Estonians set up a campaign office, 
and planned and executed campaigns. Training was supported by all the partners. All 
participants committed to re-investing at least 35 per cent of campaign-generated mem-
bership fees into organizing (Häkkinen, 2013: 7). Finnish unions made bilateral agree-
ments with partner organizations: for example, PAM financed one Estonian organizer’s 
salary, and contributed 10 per cent of a Finnish official’s work time in Finland. They 
promised also to support ETKA in negotiations by providing strategic information (PAM 
official, November 2014).

The approach followed the organizing model archetype closely. By the end of 2014 
Estonia had seven BOA organizers in services, transportation and manufacturing. 
Organizers, in collaboration with Nordic colleagues, strategically targeted companies 
with few or no union members, but which they believed to be ‘winnable’. Nordic com-
panies were sometimes preferred because of the potential to pressure the Nordic manage-
ment. They did not usually solicit Nordic union support openly, but the Nordic ownership 
may have accounted for the Estonians’ success at obtaining ‘organizing neutrality agree-
ments’, in which management agreed not to actively oppose unionization. The reason for 
Finnish unions’ low profile was that in this way the Estonians could achieve and take 
credit for their own victories. Pressuring and picketing in Finland was available as a 
back-up strategy (PAM official, November 2014). Picketing by Estonian workers in 
Finland played a role in winning neutrality from a Finnish hotel company in 2015, and 
then a collective agreement in 2016.

As is typical in the organizing model, the most important element was one-on-one 
conversations with workers, to determine the most important bargaining issues, to explain 
what a union is and to build workers’ confidence in collective solutions. Organizing in a 
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post-soviet context has its challenges: the younger generation generally had no knowl-
edge of trade unions, while older employees still associated unions with their soviet-era 
function of distributing goods given by the state. These one-on-one conversations also 
promoted a collectivist worker mentality versus the employer:

[During organizing conversations the organizer explains to the workers that] you basically have 
no other options [than the union] to improve your working life. You cannot stand and wait for 
the employer to come and pat you on the shoulder, say ‘good job, next month I will give you 
100 Euros more’. Those kinds of things do not happen. They are making profit, why should 
they change anything? (BOA organizer #2, October 2014)

Worker passivity and fear of employer retaliation made organizing difficult. As is 
common elsewhere, Estonian employers used ideological manipulation, such as label-
ling unions as communists and more direct opposition, such as inviting workers to one-
on-one talks to pressure them not to join.

A high priority was recruiting ‘natural leaders’, who organize other workers and even-
tually maintain union structures that can survive and grow after the organizer has left. 
Legally only five members are required to set up a union. In practice, however, cam-
paigns aimed to build high-density on-site organizations, with elected shop stewards and 
board members, committed members, the ability to use industrial action when necessary 
and to sign a company-specific collective agreement (Häkkinen, 2013: 11). Organizers 
started by organizing enough workers to have leverage over the employer, and only then 
contacted the employer. Campaigns also had other elements, depending on the specific 
vulnerabilities of employers, including employee petitions, wearing signs to express 
union support, picketing and media pressure to draw attention to aggressive employer 
conduct.

Organizing successes in Estonia

The BOA’s annual report shows that by November 2014, in the third year of operations, 
1234 new members had joined, 48 new shop stewards were recruited and 15 new self-
sustaining branches were set up in Estonia (BOA, 2014). The aggregate numbers may 
seem small, but it is important to remember the total population of Estonia is only 1.3 
million, and the labour movement is starting from a very low baseline.

During this initial period, most successes were in manufacturing and transportation, 
while services saw less success. Partly, this was because the starting situation in that sec-
tor was so bad. Despite this, PAM continued to underwrite ETKA’s campaigns, because 
of what they saw as positive signs at targeted firms. Officials from PAM also emphasized 
that 2012 to 2014 was a learning period, during which the Estonian organizers’ profes-
sionalism increased (PAM official, November 2014). Preliminary numbers from 2016 
now suggested that this patience paid off; ETKA, which had two organizers, organized 
160 new members in that period (Mölder, 2016).

The best example of BOA strategy’s success is actually its spillover effect – or frame 
diffusion (Benford and Snow, 2000: 627) – and comes from EMSA, outside the formal 
BOA programme (although EMSA has since joined BOA). A former Estonian BOA 
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country coordinator started working for EMSA – a union with close links to the Finnish 
Seamen’s Union – with the task of unionizing the Tallink Group hotels. Tallink is an 
Estonian ferry company. Using BOA tactics, he successfully organized the hotel staff and 
recruited a chief shop steward. EMSA won a collective agreement including a wage 
increase and other benefits (former Estonian BOA country coordinator, December 2014). 
When Tallink fired a newly elected shop steward in spring 2014, EMSA mobilized sup-
port: BOA’s Estonian activists organized a picket, and requested solidarity from Finnish 
unions. The Central Organization of Finnish Trade Unions SAK threatened to end its 
service contracts with Tallink’s hotels and the Finnish Seamen’s Union threatened a sec-
ondary strike on its vessels. Tallink reinstated the shop steward.

Participation in the BOA has also shifted the mentality of unionists not directly 
involved in organizing as such, as this quote – emphasizing both external and internal 
aspects of organizing – from an ETKA official (September 2014) illustrates:

in previous years … communication with workers was a bit superficial meaning that, well, let’s 
say a person came and wanted to join the union, we were really glad that he/she joined and we 
did talk a bit about unions, but we did not have so-called long and comprehensive conversations 
with workers. Moreover workers should realize that they are the union.

Organizing also gained ground within Estonian trade unions outside the BOA. The 
main Estonian trade union confederation EAKL incorporated organizing elements into 
their general shop stewards’ training module. These were introduced in the trainings by 
BOA organizers (EAKL official #2, December 2014).

There were detractors as well. Organizers reported that some officials continued to not 
support organizing, although in some cases this has lessened with organizing successes:

in the beginning older coordinators were quite sceptical towards it [organizing]. Like what do 
you mean? … we have done things here a certain way for decades and now some young guy 
comes and tells you you have done everything the wrong way. /…/ now … it seems they are 
starting to understand why and how it works so that they have started even to use certain 
methods in their work. But I have not been able to change them 100 per cent. Those younger 
ones who joined later, they have come along with this thing [the organizing approach]. Older 
unionists are watching … how it goes for me and then well, they see that there are results and 
this probably increases their belief. (BOA organizer #3, May 2015)

Still, part of the opposition was not related to effectiveness, but rather approach and 
ideology. For example, two Estonian manufacturing unions quit the Academy at the end 
of 2014. One reason they gave was discomfort with the confrontational approach, includ-
ing keeping organizing secret from employers (AEEWTU official, March 2015).

The spread to Finland

The BOA has been a mutual learning process for the Finnish and Estonian unions, influenc-
ing the strategies of Finnish unions as well. Finnish and Estonian industrial relations con-
texts and organizing challenges are different. While Estonian workplaces are usually poorly 
organized, in Finland poorly organized workplaces are rare. Nonetheless, Finnish unions 
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have been concerned about a lack of member engagement (i.e. the need for internal organ-
izing), and many family firms and entrepreneurs remain staunchly non-union (Laurokari, 
2016). Arnholtz et al. (2016) describe the Danish case, which is in many ways similar to the 
Finnish one. In that context, rank and file mobilization to establish union representation in 
previously unorganized workplaces has been virtually unknown in recent decades. The 
main issues which inspire mobilization in low-density contexts are usually already 
addressed in Denmark. Contracts are agreed at the industry level and workers have access 
to union representation if they want it. While unions see worker mobilization as necessary 
to build power resources to maintain and improve conditions, guaranteed representation 
promotes a passive mentality in the workers (Arnholtz et al., 2016).

Finnish unions also benefit from a high-density passive recruitment environment, 
where members come to the union for unemployment benefits and representation ser-
vices, rather than the union coming to them. This promotes membership, but discourages 
engagement. As with the Danish organizing advocates (Arnholtz et al., 2016), Finnish 
organizing model advocates pointed out that organizing is not alien to Finland, but rather 
invokes methods and ideologies of the labour movement’s formative years (Pietarinen, 
2014), drawing on this older tradition to legitimate organizing. One of the BOA initia-
tors, Mika Häkkinen (2016: 12) stated in the metalworkers’ union newsletter: ‘It is not a 
question of something new. For example, Finnish unions before the Second World War 
had organizers whose job was to found new union structures.’

Metalliliitto was the first to adopt organizing model tactics. Their local officials were at 
first hesitant, but opinions became more positive when the results of the Estonian campaigns 
emerged (Metalliliitto official #3, March 2015). During the first year in the Metalliliitto’s 
campaign, the number of shop stewards increased by 100 and the number of new members 
in targeted firms was 200 (Pietarinen, 2014). Although the outcome has been modest in 
terms of increased membership levels (i.e. external organizing), internal organizing has had 
promising results. The BOA-inspired campaign has made union people change their atti-
tudes towards recruitment (Metalliliitto official #3, March 2015). In 2016 PAM also trained 
its staff in basic organizing model principles and around 20 people who use organizing in 
their work also received advanced training. They were widening the scope of organizer 
training and organizing activities in 2017 (PAM official, December 2016).

Conclusions

This article seeks to explain how Finnish and Estonian unions have overcome the double 
barrier to transnational organizing cooperation through identity work. The study con-
cludes that the underlying need to increase union leverage has provided motivation to try 
the organizing model, but it could only be successfully implemented through an extended 
process of identity work, in which old ideas about national jurisdictions and social part-
nership have been contested by new ideas of international cooperation and aggressive 
campaigning. Finnish unions’ motives first and foremost have been related to the com-
petitive threat posed by competition from non-union Estonians. For Estonian unions, the 
BOA has been a reaction to declining membership. Despite the bargaining logic, the 
change of strategy has been neither automatic nor inevitable, but has required extensive 
identity work on both sides of the Gulf of Finland.
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Furthermore, the organizing model ideas have been tested in action, as successful 
identity work to (re-)construct identities presumes simultaneous processes of framing 
and engagement in collective action (Snow and McAdam, 2000). Personal contacts and 
long-established cooperation have played a central role in beginning and sustaining the 
BOA. The Finnish unions have given the Estonian unions resources, but also taken a step 
back and let the Estonians run the campaigns, so that it has been a mutual learning pro-
cess, rather than being dominated by the stronger union movement. The Estonian unions 
had to justify the trust put in them by assuming the organizing model agenda. This trust 
and commitment was only possible because of the years of identity work preceding the 
BOA. The Scandinavians lack such a strong bond with Latvia and Lithuania, explaining 
why the Academy has not enjoyed similar success there.

The need for a new, dynamic strategy had been advocated by a few ‘old-school’ 
Finnish and Estonian trade unionists who had studied the model elsewhere in Europe, 
and believed it could work in Baltic and Nordic countries as well. This underlines the 
importance of agents in promoting ideas of change (Hauptmeier and Heery, 2014), the 
need for constant identity work to (re-)create common understandings and objectives 
(Greer and Hauptmeier, 2012) and the socialization of old and new union members into 
accepting these. As the approach is considerably different from how unionists have seen 
their and their organizations’ roles this far, it takes skilful framing (e.g. referring to 
organizing as a return to the origins for Finnish unions, or as an only way to save Estonian 
unions) by the main advocates of the approach to legitimize the more confrontational 
strategy and ensure its continuity.

Identity work is a contested process and some changes are easier to achieve than oth-
ers, depending on the fit with the past frames and narratives of those whose views are to 
be changed. Older generation partnership-servicing oriented unionists might see the need 
to organize, but confronting and pressuring employers is another and more difficult step. 
This generates tensions between those favouring more aggressive organizing and those 
who cling to existing union identities. The latter group opposes aggressive tactics, even 
when these clearly bring gains for workers. To a certain extent the BOA has resolved this 
by being organizationally separate from other parts of the union movement, allowing 
freedom of action and limiting opposition, at the cost of making the number of ‘identity 
work subjects’ smaller. If the model is to become general it is necessary to reconnect it 
to the rest of the union movement. This is probably the BOA’s most crucial future 
challenge.
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Innovative trade union project-based organizations in Central and Eastern Europe: The Case of 
Slovenia and Estonia 
 
Barbara Samaluk and Kairit Kall 
 
Abstract 
 
Trade unions in Central and Eastern Europe have used various externally funded projects to foster 
innovation, but these endeavours have not been analysed in detail. To fill this gap, the article studies the 
development of such innovation in the neo-liberal Estonia and the neo-corporatist Slovenia and aims to 
identifying the interplay of power resources that drew and sustained innovative ‘project-based organizations’ 
defined as distinct organizations with their own identity, knowledge and capabilities that are built up through 
the execution of a portfolio of externally funded projects. Findings show that national contexts inform the 
focus of innovation, the forms of evolving trade union project-based organizations and novel, yet distinct, 
ways in which activists utilize power resources and new opportunity structures arising from the EU 
integration. While Slovenian unions utilized a more diverse set of power resources in novel ways, which 
proved to be more successful regarding the outcomes for workers, organisations in both countries faced 
problems due to their reliance on temporary project funds. Nevertheless, activists’ capabilities for innovative 
utilisation of organizational power resources in both countries, as well as of societal, structural and 
institutional power resources in Slovenia ensured their survival and stimulated traditional unions’ gradual 
transformation into more committed project-supported organizations indicating a move towards securing 
their future sustainability. 

Keywords 
 
Central and Eastern Europe; Estonia; Slovenia; trade union innovation, project-based organization, project-
supporting organization, projectification, trade union power resources  
 
 
Introduction 
 
The broader trends of liberalization, marketization and welfare state restructuring have been accompanied 
by a shift towards project governance, work and its temporary organization with predetermined project 
funding, timeframes, team, workers’ roles and tasks, broadly defined as projectification (Greer et al., 2018; 
Samaluk, 2017a; Godenhjelm et al., 2014; Lundin et al. 2015). Projectification is spreading beyond 
traditional project-organized sectors to most parts of society, including public sector organizations and trade 
unions (Greer et al. 2108; Lundin et al., 2015, Samaluk, 2017a). In this article we utilise Lundin et al. (2015) 
organizational typology to explore this organizational shift within trade unions that could act as ‘project-
supported organizations’, ‘project networks’ or ‘project-based organizations'. The latter being characterized 
by distinct identity, knowledge and capabilities built up through the execution of a portfolio of externally 
funded projects. Various projects funded by external grants have been used by trade unions in CEE to foster 
innovation (Bernaciak and Kahancová 2017), but trade union project-based organizations emerging from 
these have not been analysed in detail. To fill this gap, the article studies the development of emerging trade 
union project-based organizations in CEE to identify the interplay of power resources, which drew and 
sustained these organisations and the impact these had on traditional project-supported organisations and the 
wider trade union movement. The analysis focuses on two countries that share a novice status within the EU, 
yet are characterized by different industrial relations systems and existing union power resources, namely 
the neo-liberal Estonia and the neo-corporatist Slovenia (Feldmann, 2017, Trif et al., Forthcoming).  
 
The above differences notwithstanding, the novice status in the EU and the economic crisis of 2008 have 
produced some converging effects in these two countries that include further market liberalization, austerity 
measures, and the weakening of organisational, structural and societal resources (Feldmann, 2017, Trif et 
al.), as well as increased trends of projectification advanced by the EU governing (including financial) 
mechanisms (Greer et al., 2018, Samaluk, 2017a). Both Slovenian and Estonian innovative trade union 
projects have evolved into project-based organizations funded from various external sources, such as the 
European Social Fund, the Norway Grants, other grants not traditionally available to social partnership 
institutions, and resources of Western European trade unions. This article thus compares the development of 
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these innovative trade union project-based organisations in the neo-liberal Estonia and the neo-corporatist 
Slovenia and asks what power resources and actor capabilities drive and sustain them and what are their 
effects on trade union organizations within which they have emerged, and/or the countries’ trade union 
movements more generally. 

Our findings show that national contexts inform the focus of innovation, the forms of evolving trade union 
project-based organizations and novel, yet distinct, ways in which activists utilize power resources and new 
opportunity structures arising from the EU integration. While Slovenian unions utilized a more diverse set 
of power resources in novel ways, which proved to be more successful regarding the outcomes for workers, 
organisations in both countries faced problems due to their reliance on temporary project funds. 
Nevertheless, activists’ capabilities for novel utilisation of organizational power resources in both countries, 
as well as societal, structural and institutional power resources in Slovenia ensured their survival and 
stimulated traditional unions’ gradual transformation into more committed project-supported organizations 
indicating a move towards securing their future sustainability. 

 
Innovative trade union project organizations in Central and Eastern Europe 
 
Trade unions in Central and Eastern Europe have used various externally funded projects to foster innovation 
and this article compares the emergence of such innovation in the neo-liberal Estonia and the neo-corporatist 
Slovenia. Trade union innovation is here conceptualised as novel ways of deploying existing or new power 
resources in order to strengthen the capacity of unions to further workers’ interest by improving terms and 
conditions of employment and/or providing (re)new(ed) ways of representing and organizing workers (Trif 
et al., Forthcoming). The nature and extent of innovation thus vary, depending on wider and country/sectoral 
context, unions’ power resources, and union agency (Bernaciak and Kahancová, 2017; Levesque and 
Murray, 2010; Turner, 2007). 
 
Union power resources are defined ‘as fixed or path-dependent assets that an actor can normally access and 
mobilize’ (Levesque and Murray 2010: 335) and can be differentiated into institutional, organizational, 
structural and societal resources (Trif et al., Forthcoming). Institutional power resources refer to statutory 
(labour laws) and non-statutory support for unions’ activities in the form of and social compromises agreed 
upon in the past, which is most commonly measured in collective bargaining coverage (Ibid.). There is a 
considerable difference in institutional power resources between Slovenian and Estonian unions. While the 
Slovenian neo-corporatist model came under pressure with the country’s entry into the EU in 2004 and the 
European Monetary Union in 2007, and the subsequent economic crisis, its collective bargaining coverage 
remained relatively high (around 70% in 2010 and 68 percent in 2015) compared with the rest of the CEE 
region (Visser, 2019) and unions played an important role in easing the effects of the economic crisis and 
austerity through tripartite social dialogue (Stanojević and Klarič, 2013). In Estonia, in contrast, the coverage 
of collective agreements has remained low (33% in 2009 and 19% in 2015) and collective bargaining is 
relatively decentralized (Visser, 2019).  
 
Nevertheless, EU integration and the post-crisis environment affected organisational, structural and societal 
resources of unions in both countries. Structural resources relate to workers’ position within the economy 
and are dependent on the demand for workers (Silver, 2003). Societal resources refer to the support of wider 
public for trade union demands as well as union coalitions and alliances beyond the trade union movement 
and organisational resources comprise of union density as well as proactive leadership and the structure and 
functioning of union organisation (Wright, 2000, Trif et al., Forthcoming). External pressures that came with 
EU and Eurozone membership and the 2008 economic crisis intensified pressures on the labour force, 
leading to the rise of precarious work in Slovenia and unemployment in both countries.  
 
In this context the Slovenian trade union movement faced rapid de-unionization affecting structural and 
organizational power resources through gradual drop in trade union density, changing membership structure 
and increasing levels of interest fragmentation between and within union confederations (Stanojević and 
Broder, 2012). Also, public trust in trade unions considerably dropped with the economic crisis (Trif et al.). 
While unions were subsequently able to utilise still strong institutional power to institute protective 
mechanisms for growing workforce on non-standard employment, they lacked power to reach and organise 
a growing number of unemployed, precarious and non-unionised young and migrant workers most affected 
by the crisis (Samaluk, 2017b).  
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In Estonia, power resources of unions have been relatively low already before the economic crisis, which 
weakened them further. Dissimilar to Slovenia, unions could not rely on their institutional power. For 
example, tripartism has never become fully institutionalized and especially during the economic crisis of 
2008, when the government unilaterally – despite small-scale union protests – implemented austerity 
measures and flexibilised labour law (Woolfson and Kallaste, 2011), it became clear that unions are rather 
powerless and largely incapable of pushing forward their agendas and mobilizing their constituencies and a 
wider public (Kall, 2017). Despite relatively high levels of trust in unions (as measured with opinion surveys, 
see Trif et al, Forthcoming), Estonian unions have not been capable of utilizing this societal resource. This 
also relates to Estonian union culture where union movement has mostly strived for peaceful partnership 
with employers and focused on routine servicing of their existing members and levels of industrial action 
have remained very low (Carley, 2013).  
  
Regarding organisational power, Estonia stands out with the lowest union density rate in Europe that further 
decreased after the crisis and was in 2015 only at five per cent ( Visser, 2019). Nevertheless, in contrast to 
Slovenia, non-standard employment contracts are still not very widespread in Estonia (ILO, 2015) and ‘non-
traditional’ groups of workers have also not been high on the agenda for unions. Rather, unions have mainly 
targeted workers on standard contracts, which can also be explained by the generally low levels of 
unionization and lack of resources to even address the concerns of ‘traditional’ target groups of unions (Kall, 
2017).  
 
However, the utilisation and expansion of power resources depends also on opportunity structures at specific 
time and actors’ capabilities to use them (Levesque and Murray, 2010). While in both countries external 
pressures weakened union power resources, they also opened up new opportunities to use them in novel 
ways.  While CEE integration into the EU initially caused tensions and competition within the European 
trade union movement, it also enhanced East-West cross-border solidarity and project cooperation 
financially supported by Western trade unions (Bernaciak, 2011; Gajewska, 2009; Meardi, 2012), increasing 
the network embeddedness of cooperating unions. This was especially pronounced in Estonia, where 
increasing labour market interdependencies with bordering Nordic countries and consequent long-standing 
cooperation with Nordic unions opened new opportunities to utilise existing organisational resources in 
novel ways. Secondly, integration into the EU gave CEE trade unions access to EU governing mechanisms 
- including funding - that encourage social partners to shape (trans)national policies, boost their capacities 
and foster partnerships between various actors (Verschraegen et al., 2011; Heyes, 2013), which also 
stimulated novel use of  union power resources. For instance, trade unions in various CEE countries, 
including Slovenia, have utilised EU funding to boost their human resource capacities, reach wider social 
groups, reverse the trend of membership decline, introduce innovative organizing tactics and instruments or 
forge (trans)national partnerships (Bernaciak and Kahancová, 2017; Samaluk, 2017b). All these new 
opportunities nevertheless came in the form of temporary project funding that can also have transforming 
effects on trade union organisations.  
 
In organizational terms traditional trade unions are permanent organizations, financed through their 
membership base. However, with the lowering of union membership across the CEE unions look for external 
sources of funding. Therefore, when utilising external project funds, unions can also operate as ‘project-
supported organizations’ where externally funded projects are utilised for one-off tasks or institutionalized 
as an additional temporal activity (Lundin et al., 2015). These projects might be done in partnerships with 
other domestic or international trade unions or wider actors, which can result in innovative ways of using 
organisational and societal resources. Furthermore, unions reliance on external project funds can also result 
in changes to its organisational structure. While projects might be initiated through traditional project-
supported organizations, these projects can evolve into ‘project-based organizations’, where portfolio of 
projects enables their activity and contributes to their distinct organizational form and identity that might 
supplement, but also be in tension with permanent project-supported organization (Lundin et al., 2015). This 
article focuses on innovative trade union projects, which evolved into such project-based organisations. 
 
Both project-supported and project-based organizations can also be part of ‘project networks’ activated for 
a particular task (Lundin et al., 2015). For instance, regional and wider cross-border East-West trade union 
networks have been strenghtened through innovative projects and addressed challengess related to increasing 
labour market interdependences on the EU level (Hammer, 2010; Karmowska et al., 2017; Samaluk 2017b; 
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Greer et al., 2013). These project networks have the potential to strengthen unions’ organisational power by 
increasing network embeddedness with other unions (Levesque and Murray 2010; Trif et al.). Although the 
above mentioned union projects and cooperation have rarely been studied as organizations with specific 
characteristics, studies do point to problems related to projects’ temporary nature and unsuccessful attempts 
of unions to sustain them, either due to their experimental-only nature, the lack of available funds and/or the 
absence of support from partners in other countries (Greer et al., 2013; Karmowska et al., 2017; Samaluk, 
2017b).  
 
The question of sustainability is particularly pressing for CEE trade union movement characterized by scarce 
resources. While financial grants gained through projects could on the one hand increase structural or 
organisational power resources of unions by opening new funding opportunities that target vulnerable groups 
and by covering unions’ human and material resources for a particular project task, they have limited 
timeframes. The temporal nature of projects can thus have negative implications for project-based 
organisations’ sustainability and outcomes. For instance, the dependence on portfolio of different project 
funds can result in ‘precarious organizational temporariness’ associated with ambiguity and tensions over 
the goals and tasks that are shaped by contextual contingencies, such as dispersed leadership; detachment 
from permanent trade union organization; uncertain resourcing and setting goals upon resources available 
rather than needs (Karmowska et al., 2017), possibly diminishing organizational power, especially internal 
solidarity within a union. Exploring resilient innovative trade union project-based organizations, whose 
knowledge and capabilities are built up through the execution of a portfolio of projects (Lundin et al. 2015), 
can thus provide important insights on capabilities and power resources used to sustain them. 
 
Although the research on the impact of different union power resources on fostering innovations is mixed, 
the evidence suggests that the implementation of innovation depends upon activists’ agency (Turner, 2007; 
Bernaciak and Kahancova, 2017) and their strategic capabilities defined as ‘sets of aptitudes, competencies, 
abilities, social skills or know-how that can be developed, transmitted and learned’ (Levesque and Murray, 
2010: 336). This suggests that union power resources are constantly developing according to wider structural 
changes, including projectification trends. For instance, the utilization of project funds requires specific 
capabilities, such as intermediation to engage in partnership projects and know-how to re-frame trade union 
agenda to gain, coordinate and manage externally funded projects. As Levesque and Murray (2010) argue, 
central to union capacity building are also network embeddedness with other actors, narrative resources that 
frame understandings and union actions and infrastructural resources, i.e. personnel and material resources. 
These organisational resources and capabilities are especially crucial for project-based organizations, whose 
functioning is dependent upon a portfolio of projects. In these types of organizations project leaders and 
proactive activists can have direct responsibility for the functioning of organization, including their own and 
other project workers’ employment (Lundin et al., 2015, Karmowska et al., 2017; Samaluk, 2017b).  
 
This article compares such innovative project-based organisations that emerged post-2008 economic crisis 
in neo-corporatist Slovenian and neoliberal Estonia characterised by different industrial relations systems 
and existing union power resources, yet shared novel membership into the EU market and governance 
characterised by common trends of liberalization, marketization and projectification. In doing so it addresses 
the following questions: (1) What power resources drive innovative trade union project-based organizations 
in the neo-liberal Estonia and the neo-corporatist Slovenia? (2) What power resources and actors’ capabilities 
contribute in sustaining project-based organizations? (3) What effects do these innovative project-based 
organizations have on project-supported trade union organizations within which they have emerged, and/or 
the countries’ trade union movements more generally?  

 
Research design and methods used 
 
A comparative case study research design has been applied in order to compare innovative trade union 
project-based organizations that emerged in post-crisis Estonia and Slovenia. The selection of cases was 
guided by similarities regarding post-crisis developments, in particular the emergence of resilient innovative 
project-based trade union organizations, and by contextual divergence manifested though diverse 
institutional setup and sets of union power resources making it possible to compare and contrast similar 
union developments within very different national contexts in the region, namely the neo-liberal Estonia and 
the neo-corporatist Slovenia.  
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While in both countries’ unions engaged in several other innovative projects, our case study focuses on the 
only identified innovative and resilient project-based organisations that emerged out of crisis and after nearly 
a decade still advance workers interests and widen the trade union agenda. These are the Counselling Office 
for Migrants (COM) and the trade union Young Plus (TUYP) that emerged in Slovenia within the largest 
trade union confederation in 2010 and 2011 to organise precarious workers and wider social groups and the 
Baltic Organising Academy (BOA) operating since 2011 in Estonia through several project-supported trade 
union organisations with the aim to organise workers on standard contracts. 
 
We base our study on eight in-depth interviews with seven activists and one official from Slovenia and on 
16 interviews with eight organizers/activists and six officials from Estonia within the selected project-based 
organizations. Initial interviews in Slovenia were carried out in 2015 and during 2014-2016 in Estonia, 
followed by several follow-up conversations until the end of 2019 in both countries. Interviews were 
transcribed, coded and comparatively analysed. The analysis of interviews was complemented with thematic 
analysis of organizations’ documents, reports and other information available on organizations’ webpages 
and social media groups. This enabled us to track the evolution of these organizations, their project 
portfolios, activities and tactics used to organize workers and wider social groups and advance trade union 
agenda. Findings are presented below. 
 
 
Innovative trade union project-based organizations in Slovenia 
 
Both innovative trade union project-based organizations in Slovenia emerged within the biggest union 
confederation, the Association of Free Trade Unions of Slovenia (AFTUS). The Counselling Office for 
Migrants (COM) was initiated in 2010 as a project within the confederation’s project-supported organisation, 
by a newly employed activist who used proactive tactics and broader network embeddedness to reach and 
organize migrant workers in construction sector - the first targeted for dismissal during the crisis. New 
opportunity structures that opened up with the 2007-2013 EU financial perspective, in which the European 
Social Fund (ESF) covered social inclusion of all categories of migrants, allowed COM to turn informal 
cooperation with a non-governmental organization (NGO) into project-based partnership and boost its 
human resource capacities: ‘In September 2010 a tender for social inclusion came out and we networked 
with [an NGO] and applied for it….Through this project we employed two persons’ (COM activist, 2015). 
To use the ESF resources, it was necessary to broaden union narrative resources and reframe their activities 
within a broader social inclusion framework. These novel ways of using structural, organisational and 
societal resources allowed COM’s service-oriented instruments to move beyond the labour market to a wider 
social area linked to migrant workers’ complex legal and social statuses. This project lasted until 2013 and 
focused mainly on migrants from former Yugoslavia, who used to work in the construction sector. The crisis-
led collapse of the Slovenian construction market later turned many of these workers into posted workers, 
sent mainly to Germany or to the neighbouring Austriai. This transition and the changing workers’ needs led 
to further (trans)national partnerships supported by the ESF and other funds.  
 
Since 2013 the Office continued to be financed by the ESF, this time indirectly, as it was contracted by the 
Employment Office’s Info Point for Foreigners to provide services related to migrants’ empowerment and 
advocacy, which involved informing migrants of their rights, decent working standards, possible violations 
and assisting them in fighting these. This has shifted the Office’s focus towards posted workers, 
undocumented migrants, migrant workers within transnational transport, female migrant workers, refugees 
and asylum seekers. The same year Migration Office also launched transnational cooperation with the 
German trade union confederation, the Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB) through the Fair Mobility 
Network project that was co-funded by the European Commission, Hans Böckler Foundation and the DGB. 
Apart from their advocacy work COM utilized established institutional power  in the form of traditional 
social dialogue institutions and extended it by becoming also part of other national consultative institutions 
to influence legislative changes of the Aliens Act and Act of Employment, Self-employment and the Work 
of Aliens, which ultimately led to the better legal protection of migrants (COM, 2015a).  
 
The increasing portfolio of projects increased COM’s organisational resources and turned it into a project-
based organization with a distinct identity, permanent leadership and growing project-based infrastructural 
resources, enabling them to professionalize their activities and launch innovative organizing on a 
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transnational scale. Capacity-building included the employment of migrants themselves, who brought unique 
skills and know-how to effectively reach and organize migrants. Some of these project workers later also 
got employed within the confederation or its member unions. They also recruited hundreds of new members 
to some of confederation’s branch unions, but this boost of confederation’s organisational resources was still 
insufficient for self-financing. Therefore, COM’s dependence on confederation’s project-supported 
organization and its core reliance on the ESF, compromised its work in 2015, when the previous European 
financial cycle and its funding priorities were coming to an end. The new ESF perspective did not cover 
social integration of migrants anymore, making it impossible for COM to reapply without compromising its 
core mission. At that time the confederation’s leadership has also not yet fully embraced its role as a project-
supported organization and therefore stopped funding COM’s activities after it became apparent that they 
cannot secure external funds.  
 
To continue its work and broaden its options for external funding, COM transformed into a civil society 
project-based organization independent from confederation’s project-supporting organisation. This change 
in legal form increased its structural resources to access funds available also to NGO’s to further the interests 
of vulnerable groups. Renamed into the Workers’ Counselling Office (WCO), it broadened its focus to all 
vulnerable workers and wider social groups. This resilience at the time of funding crisis can mainly be 
attributed to the agency of its founder and leader, who was prepared to leave his secure position at the 
confederation to ‘start anew upon an “enthusiastic” drive’ (COM activist, 2016), and a kick-starting donation 
from one of Slovenian’s biggest public trade unions. While COM/WCO’s organisational resources initially 
shrunk, they latter increased through subsequent projects. In 2011 WCO opened an office in the city of 
Koper, where they successfully pressed for the outsourcing business model adopted by the Port of Koper to 
be declared unlawful and for its agency (migrant) workers to be employed directly (WCO 2017). In 2018 
WCO initiated a government-funded Advocacy Project for Potential Victims of Forced Labour and 
Exploitation at Work, which, apart from assisting the victims, also targets social partners and wider public 
through awareness raising.  
 
The same activist, who initiated COM also acted as an insider support for the establishment of Trade Union 
Young Plus (TUYP) in 2011. TUYP has a status of an independent union within the confederation, but owing 
to low and transient membership, it operates as a project-based organization. It addresses youth and 
transitional precarity that goes beyond specific age cohorts and focuses also on wider social groups cycling 
between various work and non-work statuses. It is utilising its independent and unique organizational form 
to set its own agenda and attract various diverse external funds to increase its organisational resources. TUYP 
has been recognized as a youth organization eligible for small scale youth-targeted projects tendered by the 
Municipality and the National Bureau for Youth. These small-scale projects enable the TUYP to finance and 
independently set its agenda, yet they are insufficient for increasing human resource capacities. As a result, 
TUYP activists do most of their trade union work on a voluntary basis and then support themselves through 
various precarious jobs:  
 

‘There is administration within the union... there are expert issues… that would need to be 
paid…This is why we are everywhere…One is currently in Brussels, I work on the radio 
…another one is self-employed…I am in crisis over that…I can only work like this for another 
year’. (TUYP activist, 2017) 

 
Various (un)paid and time-consuming jobs drain activists and cause frustration and fluctuation. Some 
temporary relief to their precarious status is provided by larger EU funded projects that can be used to cover 
human resources expenditure. However, a lot of these resources are then used to deal with the demanding 
bureaucracy accompanying these projects. Moreover, most of these project funds need to be matched with 
own resources that TUYP often lacks, which implies the participation of internal or external project-
supported organizations or partners who can secure matched funding and must potentially also act as official 
carriers of projects. This can evoke tensions and internal competition within trade union project-supported 
organisation and can compromise project-based organizations’ autonomy: ‘We worked on two tenders. In 
both we were first carriers, then we became partners and then we fell out of the projects, because somebody 
else was bigger, more powerful.’ (TUYP activist, 2015). 
 
Nevertheless, TUYP has over the years developed knowledge and experience, both for trade union work and 
project management that gradually brought to greater autonomy. The first project was implemented through 
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confederation’s project-supported organization done in partnership with the Norwegian Confederation of 
Trade Unions and funded through Norway Grants. The subsequent projects were run independently of the 
confederation, covered with European funds and implemented in partnership with NGOs, increasing TUYP’s 
organisational resources in the form of network embeddedness, infrastructural and narrative resources. All 
projects aimed at raising awareness about decent work amongst the young and empowering them. These 
projects also increased the involvement of social partners in the (supra)national politics of youth employment 
and accompanied active labour market policies (ALMPs) that are to a growing degree supported by various 
EU funded schemes (such as Youth Guarantee) thus increasing unions’ institutional resources. 
 
TUYP attracts these schemes largely thanks to its know-how on how to re-fame traditional trade union 
activities to suit external tenders’ requirements: ‘You quickly learn this project language and frame activities 
to fit in…we are big critics of the Youth Guarantee, but we still applied on that tender in a way to provide 
information across Slovenia about Youth Guarantee and ran workshops on decent work beside’ (TUYP 
activist, 2017). While tailoring trade union activities according to project funds could affect union’s ability 
to maintain its core mission, TUYP’s increasing capabilities to utilise narrative resources to frame union 
action in novel ways not only allows novel utilisation of structural resources, but also societal and 
organisational resources, which improved the public image of trade unions and attracted new members:  

 
[Over the years] things changed radically in the sense of positioning in the public, attracting new 
members, setting the agenda and communicating with institutions…this does not necessarily mean 
new membership, but is a precondition for it […] TUYP is not an end station for the young, but a 
transit zone for the young to enter branch unions. (COM leader, who assisted in establishing TUYP, 
year 2015) 
 

TUYP’s tactics involved proactive advocacy work, mobilization and innovative use of social media to 
employ political instruments and reach those in precarious (school-to-)work transitions, thus creating a novel 
entry route into trade unionism, especially for the next generation.  

Both presented project-based organizations broadened institutional, organisational, structural and societal 
resources of the wider trade union movement, despite experiencing its considerable inertia. Nevertheless, a 
recent confederation’s leadership change has started transforming its internal organization to better support 
existing and emerging project-based organizations and utilise its activists’ unique capabilities to use union 
power resources in novel ways. In 2017 one of the founding activists of TUYP joined confederation’s new 
leadership team responsible for confederations’ education, communication and project activities. A project 
office was set up also ‘with the aim to employ…from the pool of [TUYP]’ (Official of a branch union, 2019); 
the confederation’s website now features special section on projects and the list has been expanding. This 
indicates a move towards a more committed role of confederation as a project-supported organization, that 
could ensure the sustainability of existing project-based organizations and the retention of its precarious 
activists and their capabilities. 
 
 
Innovative trade union project-based organization in Estonia 
 
In 2011 BOA was established owing to a small group of Nordic and Baltic unionists with transnational 
cooperation experience dating back to 1990s. On both sides these activists played a key role in facilitating 
face-to-face communication with potential project-supported organizations, preparing an action plan and 
framing it in a way to convince unions to try out (and, in case of Nordic unions, to fund) something different 
in terms of existing union strategies and identities. While the earlier cooperation in the region involved 
efforts to export the Nordic industrial relation systems to Estonia, the new approach aimed to implement 
strategies more suitable for the low-density systems by staging union campaigns typical for the Anglo-Saxon 
organizing model (Kall et al., 2019). The main target group of BOA activities has been workers on standard 
contracts. In Estonian context this represented innovation as the campaigns have focused on companies 
where union structures were either weak or entirely absent. The activists also concluded that previous small-
scale, one-off projects were inadequate, and that new approach is needed to prevent Baltic countries 
becoming a union-free zone. Owing to labour market interdependencies this was framed disastrous also for 
Nordic unions (Häkkinen, 2013). 
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Initially 32 organizations joined BOA’s project network. This included 11 Finnish, two Swedish and four 
Danish unions, who assisted the Academy by providing financial and/or human resources to their Baltic 
counterparts, and six Estonian private sector unions operating in industrial, service and transportation 
sectors. Industrial unions formed a separate project-supported organization, the Association of Estonian 
Industrial Trade Unions, to better coordinate organizing activities. In addition, the Estonian Trade Union 
Confederation took part and, to some extent, integrated elements of the organizing model into their general 
shop stewards training module. Consequently, also some unions not belonging to BOA have become 
acquainted with organizing model’s principles.  
 
BOA operated under the leadership of a steering group consisting of Baltic and Nordic unionists from 
project-supported organizations, so that no single union has dominated the project and all parties involved 
have shared the responsibility for setting and implementing project goals. The steering group was responsible 
for fundraising, planning and implementing the project (Häkkinen, 2013). Each person involved in the 
project was assigned a task/responsibility area, and the practical organizing work was coordinated by BOA 
coordinators designated for each country and sector. Unionists from participating  organizations were 
devoting part of their time for BOA activities, but project funds also enabled participating project-supported 
organizations to hire previously non-existent organizers on temporary contracts. These project workers were 
generally young people, bringing to some extent a generation change in the union movement.   
 
BOA project activities were based upon annual fundraising. Each year the programme was evaluated by 
participating organizations and the Nordic ones then decided how many resources they are willing to provide 
for the next year. Although participating Estonian unions enjoyed rather high levels of autonomy in 
organizing project work, they also needed to show clear results (or justify the lack of them) to secure further 
funding. Estonian project-supported organizations were required to invest 35 per cent of the organizing 
campaigns-generated membership fees back into further organizing (Häkkinen, 2013). New Estonian 
organizations were able to join the Academy if they found a Nordic counterpart who is willing to support 
them, making the participation easier for unions with prior cross-border connections and project portfolios. 
Initial project network thus gradually evolved into a project-based organization with a portfolio of successive 
project funding decisions, project workers dependent on them and a share of permanent funding from 
project-supported organizations.  
 
In their organizing campaigns BOA activists employed a variety of tactics and instruments that Estonian 
unions have not traditionally used on such scale for achieving their goals, including joint social campaigns 
and industrial action of different sectoral level unions. The organizing model also assumed a more 
confrontational approach towards employers and more aggressive tactics when necessary, thus introducing 
considerable union innovation regarding strategies in Estonia (Kall, 2017). Finally, the organizing approach 
required a change in union leaders’ attitudes towards their own role and their new and existing members; it 
also meant putting more emphasis on empowering and activating workers and less on top-down servicing. 
 
This ‘organizing turn’ has changed the attitudes of some older generation union members/officials towards 
the role of unions and some BOA activists have been recruited into non-participating unions and are 
advocating organizing principles in their new organizations. In addition, the Estonian campaigns have 
motivated Finnish unions to try organizing principles also in Finland (Kall et al., 2019) and an Estonian 
organizer is currently working as an organizing coordinator in all three Baltic countries related to BOAs 
continuation project BOA 2.0. The ‘organizing turn’ has also created a distinct identity of activists within 
BOA’s project-based organization, who believe in the organizing principles and try to find financial support 
for further organizing work. BOA’s organizing campaigns have raised union membership, but the increase 
is relatively slow given that campaigns were also launched at a rather small-scale and staff turnover in some 
companies was quite high. In 2016 there were nine organizers in Estonia (the number has stayed under 10 
throughout the years) and during that year BOA campaigns generated 544 new union members (Mölder, 
2016) Furthermore, in several organized companies, unions have managed to sign company-level collective 
agreements. 
 
Participating project-supported organizations still lack sufficient resources to employ organizers themselves, 
and even if they could self-finance organizing activities, it is doubtful that they would allocate considerable 
resources without external support. Although Estonian trade unions have had rather easy access to Nordic 
unions’ funds without needing to possess extensive know-how and capabilities required to compete for and 
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manage EU-funded projects, BOA’s annual fundraising introduced precarity for activists employed on 
projects similar to the one observed in the case of the Slovenian organizations discussed above. Since the 
organizers have been employed a year at a time, they have been struggling with constant insecurity about 
their future employment. Moreover, organizers’ salaries have remained below national average, although 
the job is rather difficult, demanding and often frustrating, with frequent setbacks. Several organizers’ health 
has deteriorated during their employment and some have also complained about extreme work-related stress: 
‘...let’s be honest, the job that we do is not a healthy job. First was XXX [an organizer] who had that 
cancer…I’m sure the work contributed to it. It is a stressful job. And then all those troubles with... [discusses 
other health issues that organizers have had]’ (BOA organizer, 2016). 
 
Nevertheless, BOA’s project-based organization consists of a network of people sharing distinct 
organizational identity, thus closely communicating with and supporting each other across sectors and cross-
border. These increased network embeddedness and narrative resources have been crucial as organizers’ 
project-supported unions had not had organizing competence and often organizers have found themselves in 
a situation where their work methods and professional identity differ considerably from that of their co-
unionists in traditional, now project-supported unions. Not all union officials in the latter approve of 
organizing: for some it is too militant a strategy that requires too much effort and/or is not in accordance 
with Estonian trade union identity. As a result, some unions have stepped out of BOA and do not have 
organizers any more. For example, two industrial unions decided not to continue with the organizing after 
three years of trying. Nevertheless, there are unions that have stayed in the Academy from the beginning and 
some new ones, such as that representing finance workers, have joined at a later stage.  
 
While BOA project ended in 2017, a new agreement for the Baltic Organizing Alliance, the so-called BOA 
2.0, was signed in December the same year, to build a more sustainable project-based organization that aims 
at developing strong organizing unions in the Baltic countries. For BOA 2.0 a separate association of Baltic 
unions was formed, initially consisting of three Estonian (two of them have participated in BOA since the 
beginning), one Latvian and two Lithuanian sectoral level unions. The association operates as an independent 
project-based organization with its own assets, bank account, budget and it was founded with unlimited term, 
indicating a move towards a more permanent organizational form. It does not include any Nordic unions as 
members, only as supporters with whom a separate cooperation agreement should be signed; in contrast to 
BOA, Nordic unions do not have voting rights regarding the direction/ strategy of the organization.  
 
While BOA 2.0’s financing model is to a large extent still based on annual fundraising by Nordic unions, it 
has one salaried employee coordinating organizing activities in all Baltic countries and the participating 
Baltic unions are required to direct at least 20 per cent of their annual income into organizing activities, to 
build necessary infrastructure for organizing (electronic membership register, financial management system) 
and to centralize membership fee collection system. While this indicates a move towards a more sustainable 
project-based organization, its existence is still fundamentally dependent on project-supported organizations 
and Nordic trade unions. 
 
 
Discussion and conclusions 
 
This article compared innovative trade union project-based organizations in Slovenia and Estonia and aimed 
at identifying the interplay of power resources, which drew and sustained these organisations and the impact 
these had on traditional project-supported organisations and the wider trade union movement. The findings 
suggest that in both settings innovative trade union project-based organizations have been driven by 
proactive activists with specific capabilities needed to utilise available power resources and new opportunity 
structures that opened with EU integration as well as in a specific post-crisis country contexts and industrial 
relations systems.  

In Estonia, generally weak power resources of unions, combined with cross-border labour market 
interdependencies and long-established transnational networks with Nordic unions created distinctive 
opportunity structures for Estonian unions to gain Nordic unions’ financial and strategic support for 
innovative projects. These existing organisational resources were utilised in novel ways by proactive 
activists who considered old cooperation strategies ineffective in addressing Baltic unions’ critically low 
density. They also utilized their narrative framing capabilities to convince Nordic unions to support and 
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Estonian unions to join the initial project network in order to implement the Anglo-Saxon organizing model 
union campaigns in Estonian workplaces. Thus, in the Estonian context, the key innovative action was 
recourse from top-down servicing to organizing, which, in the context of BOA also included restructuring 
the union organizations. 

Slovenian trade union project-based organizations, leaning on comparatively stronger institutional and 
organizational power resources, emerged through confederations’ project-supported organization as a 
response to external pressures upon the Slovenian neo-corporatist model. Rise in unemployment and 
precarious work required new responses from trade unions to organize precarious workers and wider social 
groups remaining outside traditional union structures. This called for more proactive tactics, re-framing of 
trade union activities and forging (trans)national partnerships with civil society, public organizations and 
trade unions in other countries. Just like in the Estonian case, the proactive tactics and cooperation with 
various actors were initiated by activists, who subsequently seized new opportunities provided by the EU 
and other funding streams to assist vulnerable groups by establishing innovative trade union project-based 
organizations that either operated under confederations’ frame or acted as independent trade unions. 

Activists’ agency, their increasing identification with emerging project-based organizations and their unique 
capabilities also proved key in sustaining the established organizations. In Estonia activists remained key 
players in BOA’s gradual evolution from initial project network into a more resilient project-based 
organization, characterized by a portfolio of successive projects and a share of permanent funding from 
participating project-supported organizations, project workers dependent on them and distinct organizational 
identity. In other words, Estonian activists engaged in innovative use of unions’ organisational power 
resources. Also, in Slovenia the activists’ know-how and ability to reframe traditional trade union activities 
to apply for and manage projects through various innovative, changing and complementing project-based 
organizational forms ensured sustainability. In contrast to the Estonian case, this also provided access to 
exclusive financial resources to improve working conditions of non-unionised workers and wider social 
groups, thus increasing unions’ structural power resources. At the same time, Slovenian’s diverse project-
based organizational forms allowed activists to expand unions’ institutional power resources beyond 
traditional social dialogue into other consultative institutions present within the Slovenian neo-corporatist 
context to benchmark employment and social standards for workers and wider social groups. Moreover, their 
proactive tactics, alliances with non-union social groups and novel use of media and political instruments 
also increase unions’ societal resources. This indicates that stronger union movements able to skilfully 
combine multiple power resources can achieve better outcomes for workers (and wider social groups) 
through innovative project-based organizations.  
 
However, in both countries activists’ efforts to maintain established project-based organizations came with 
high personal costs linked to uncertain funding and consequent precarity. In Estonia project funds enabled 
only one-yearly employment contracts. In Slovenia some forms of funding could not at all be used to finance 
employment of activists, and only larger EU projects secured employment contracts for longer periods. 
These findings are in line with existent research that points to problems related to projects’ temporary nature 
and consequent precarity experienced by activists working on them (Karmowska et al., 2017; Samaluk, 
2017b). Nevertheless, the focus on power resources also shows that activists’ efforts and capabilities 
considerably expanded organizations’ network embeddedness, narrative and infrastructural resources needed 
to sustain innovative project-based organisations and their core missions, which also stimulated 
transformation of traditional unions into more committed project-supported organisations. 

The article thus contributes to existing literature on trade union innovation by providing additional evidence 
that innovation is context specific and dependent on activists’ agency and their capabilities to utilize 
available and emerging power resources and opportunity structures to foster innovation (Turner, 2009; 
Bernaciak and Kahancova, 2017; Levesque and Murray, 2010). However, the article also offers original 
insights that within broader trends of projectification innovative trade union projects emerge through 
activists’ capabilities to use existent and emerging power resources in novel ways also to sustain established 
organisations and mobilise traditional unions’ emerging role as project-supported organizations. It 
demonstrates that innovative project-based organizations can advance organizational, societal, structural 
and/or institutional power resources of the wider trade union movement and as a consequence also stimulate 
traditional trade unions’ gradual transformation into more committed project-supported organizations. In 
Slovenia this is visible in ways innovative project-based organizations went beyond embedded networks and 
social dialogue institutions to benchmark employment and social standards, promoted trade union agenda 
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amongst wider social groups and acted as a pool for recruiting new members and activists into 
confederations’ unions. These novel ways of utilising organizational, societal, structural and institutional 
power resources, in turn, stimulated confederation’s internal reorganization to better support and incorporate 
existing and emerging trade union project-based organizations.  

In Estonia BOA enabled unions to increase their organisational resources, by strengthening network 
embeddedness with Nordic unions, restructuring the union organisation, organizing new members and 
generating new stock of stories legitimizing union action. A new generation of union activists with distinct 
organizational identity and diverse set of strategies had transforming effects on permanent union structures 
and on some older-generation unionists. Transforming effects were also visible in participating unions’ 
increased role as project-supported organizations that came in the form of financial commitments for BOA 
2.0. While in both countries there is ground for optimism that innovative project-based organisations are 
becoming better embedded and supported by trade union project-supported organisations, tensions still exist 
and we are yet to see, whether these moves will ensure their sustainability. By focusing on the development 
of diverse innovative trade union project-based organizations this article also provides fresh insights on how 
growing projectification trends affect trade unions as organizations and thus contributes original knowledge 
to organisational scholarship looking at impact of projectification on various other private and public 
organizations (Lundin et al., 2015; Godenhjelm et al., 2014; Greer et al., 2108).  

Overall, the article’s perspective from the European periphery demonstrates that CEE trade unions, although 
struggling with limited power resources and insecurity related to temporary funding, are far from passive 
and powerless, but offer innovative strategies how to advance trade union agenda in the post-crisis EU 
context. These findings thus also have implications for a wider European trade union movement that operates 
under the shared market and governance. Findings show that there are various possibilities for traditional 
trade unions, in the East and the West, to become more committed project-supported organizations able to 
support, utilise and embed innovative project-based organizations and enhance (trans)national cooperation 
and partnerships.  
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were officially declared as posted, amongst them 53.000 in the construction sector 
(http://www.sdgd.si/naslovnica/347/informacije_za_napotene_delavce.html) 
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